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Timothy Ferriss

Tribe of Mentors
Short Life Advice from the Best in the World
We All Need Mentors. Here Are More than 100 of the World’s Best.

When facing life’s questions, who do you turn to for advice? We all need
mentors, particularly when the odds seem stacked against us. To ﬁnd his
own, best-selling author Tim Ferriss tracked down more than 100 eclectic
experts to help him, and you, navigate life. Through short, action-packed
proﬁles, he shares their secrets for success, happiness, meaning, and more.
No matter the challenge or opportunity, something in these pages can help.
9781328994967 • $30.00 / Hardcover
Tribe of Mentors
NOVEMBER • 624 pages • Carton Qty: 10 • Territory:
US,C,O •
B: Ebury/Penguin Random House UK. /T/S: HMH.
A/P/M: Level Five Media (Steve Hanselman)

ALSO AVAILABLE
Tools of Titans
978-1-328-68378-6 $28.00 POB
The 4-Hour Chef
978-0-547-88459-2 $35 HC
E-book available 9781328994974

Tim’s tribe of elite achievers includes legendary investors and
entrepreneurs like Graham Duncan, Gary Vaynerchuk, and Steve
Jurvetson; writers, artists, filmmakers, and other creatives like Ben Stiller,
Brandon Stanton, Anna Holmes, Terry Crews, Patton Oswalt, and Rick
Rubin; athletes such as CrossFit champion Mathew Fraser, Olympic
swimmer Dara Torres, and wrestler Dan Gable; and more, including
poker players, chess masters, media innovators, and other experts. Here,
he shares their hard-earned secrets to success, happiness, meaning, and
more.
TIM FERRISS has been called “a cross between Jack
Welch and a Buddhist monk” by The New York Times.
He is one of Fast Company’s “Most Innovative
Business People” and an early-stage tech investor/
advisor in Uber, Facebook, Twitter, Shopify,
Duolingo, Alibaba, and 50+ other companies. He is
also the author of four #1 New York Times and Wall
Street Journal bestsellers: The 4-Hour Workweek, The
4-Hour Body, The 4-Hour Chef, and Tools of Titans. The
Observer and other media have named him “the
Oprah of audio” due to the influence of his podcast,
The Tim Ferriss Show, which has exceeded 200
million downloads and been selected for “Best of
iTunes” three years running.
Author’s residence:
San Francisco, CA
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Mario Giordano

Auntie Poldi and the Sicilian Lions
An Auntie Poldi Adventure
For fans of A Man Called Ove and the novels of Adriana Trigiani, a
charming, delightfully sexy, and bighearted novel starring Auntie Poldi,
Sicily’s newest amateur sleuth

On her sixtieth birthday, Auntie Poldi retires to Sicily, intending to while
away the rest of her days with good wine, a view of the sea, and few visitors.
But Sicily isn’t quite the tranquil island she thought it would be, and
something always seems to get in the way of her relaxation. When her
handsome young handyman goes missing—and is discovered
murdered—she can’t help but ask questions.

9781328863577 • $24.00 / Hardcover
Auntie Poldi and the Sicilian Lions
MARCH • 352 pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory:
US,O (-EU) •
A: Recorded Books. B: John Murray/Hodder &
Stoughton. All other rights, contact Hodder

• Prepub media event
• National media
• National print and online advertising
• Library promotion
• ABA Winter Institute promotion
• Book club promotion
• Online promotion, including NetGalley
newsletter inclusion and Bookstagram outreach
• Advance reading copies

Soon there’s an investigation, a smoldering police inspector, a romantic
entanglement, one false lead after another, a rooftop showdown, and ﬁnally,
of course, Poldi herself, slightly tousled but still perfectly poised.
This “masterly treat” (Times Literary Supplement) will transport you to the
rocky shores of Torre Archiraﬁ, to a Sicily full of quirky characters,
scorching days, and velvety nights, alongside a protagonist who’s as ﬁery as
the Sicilian sun.
MARIO GIORDANO, the son of Italian
immigrants, was born in Munich. He is the
author of 1,000 Feelings for Which There Are No
Names. He has also written thrillers, books for
children, and screenplays. Auntie Poldi and the
Sicilian Lions is Giordano's ﬁrst novel translated
into English.
Author’s residence:
Cologne, Germany

E-book available 9781328863584
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Ben Fritz

The Big Picture
The Fight for the Future of Movies
The stunning metamorphosis of twenty-ﬁrst-century Hollywood and what
lies ahead for the art and commerce of ﬁlm

In the past decade, Hollywood has endured a cataclysm on a par with the
end of silent ﬁlm and the demise of the studio system. Stars and directors
have seen their power dwindle, while writers and producers lift their best
techniques from TV, comic books, and the toy biz. Pixar and Marvel now
wield vast inﬂuence, but so do IMAX, Amazon, Chinese censors, and even
Lego.

9780544789760 • $27.00 / Hardcover
The Big Picture
MARCH • Entertainment industry/ﬁlm • 336
pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: McCormick & Williams S:HMH

• Author appearances
• National media from New York and Los Angeles
• National online advertising
• Academic and library promotion

E-book available 9780544789777

Ben Fritz chronicles this dramatic shakeup with unmatched skill, bringing
equal ﬂuency to both the ﬁnancial and entertainment aspects of
Hollywood. He dives deeply into the fruits of the Sony hack to show how
the previous model, long a creative and commercial success, lost its way.
And he looks ahead through interviews with dozens of key players at
Disney, Marvel, Pixar, Netﬂix, Amazon, and others to discover how they
have reinvented the business. He shows us, for instance, how Marvel
replaced stars with “universes,” and how Disney remade itself in Apple’s
image and reaped enormous proﬁts.
But despite the destruction of the studios’ traditional playbook, Fritz
argues that these seismic shifts signal the dawn of a new heyday for ﬁlm.
The Big Picture shows the ﬁrst glimmers of this new golden age through the
eyes of the creative mavericks who are deﬁning what our movies will look
like in the new era.
BEN FRITZ reports on the entertainment
industry for the Wall Street Journal. He has also
covered Hollywood for the Los Angeles Times
and Variety, and is coauthor of the best-selling
All the President’s Spin.

Author’s residence:
Los Angeles

EAMON DOLAN/HOUGHTON MIFFLIN
HARCOURT
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Dinny McMahon

China's Great Wall of Debt
Shadow Banks, Ghost Cities, Massive Loans, and the End
of the Chinese Miracle
While the world sees China as a booming economic power, here is a most
unsettling inside look at what’s really happening as the Chinese economy
begins to run out of steam.

9781328846013 • $28.00 / Hardcover
China's Great Wall of Debt
MARCH • Economics/Political Science • 288
pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
All rights: David McCormick, McCormick Literary

• National author tour, including New York,
Washington, DC, Boston, San Francisco, Los
Angeles
• National media
• National online advertising
• Academic and library promotion

E-book available 9781328846020

After reporting on China for more than a decade and hearing constantly
from a wide range of its citizens, Dinny McMahon has come to a startling
conclusion: the narrative of China as an ascendant superpower is fraught
with misconceptions. Discovering brand-new factories that have been shut
down, ﬁnding empty and relatively new abandoned cities, and looking
under the cover of a shadow banking system, McMahon has methodically
pieced together the alarming truth that China’s perceived economic growth
is a myth built on a staggering mountain of debt. And when that debt
bubble bursts, the whole world will suﬀer.
McMahon follows the stories of a diverse set of characters to show how the
Communist Party is able to keep fueling China's economic growth by
appropriating long-held land from poor citizens in order to build more
useless factories; how Chinese entrepreneurs are looking to relocate their
businesses overseas, including one who is trying to set up his textile
company in South Carolina; and how the mayors of ghost cities that sit
abandoned across the Chinese landscape are attempting to lure citizens to
move there. Debt, corruption, a speculative frenzy, and an aging population
are pushing China toward a major ﬁnancial recession. The entire global
economy is at risk.
DINNY McMAHON is an Australian journalist
ﬂuent in Mandarin. He spent more than a
decade in Beijing covering China for the Wall
Street Journal and for the Dow Jones News
Service. He is currently a fellow at the Paulson
Institute, a China-focused think tank in Chicago.

Author’s residence:
Washington, DC
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Seabrooke Leckie and David Beadle

Peterson Field Guide to Moths of
Southeastern North America
More than 1,800 surprisingly colorful and intricately patterned moths ﬁll
this comprehensive new guide

While some of the more than 1,800 species of moths in southeastern North
America are drab grays and browns, many are quite colorful, with swirls
and swaths of pinks, greens, yellows, and violets. This comprehensive
guide is the best tool for identifying and appreciating these ubiquitous
insects.
With helpful tips on how to set up a moth trap for observation, and
with range maps and graphs showing when each species is in ﬂight, the
Peterson Field Guide to Moths of Southeastern North America provides
everything an amateur or experienced moth-watcher needs.
9780544252110 • $29.00 / Trade Paperback
Peterson Field Guide to Moths of Southeastern North
America
MARCH • Nature • 640 pages • Carton Qty:
16 • Territory: World English •
B: HMH
T/A/P/M/S: Scovil Galen Ghosh

ALSO AVAILABLE

Peterson Field Guide to Moths of Northeastern
North America
978-0-547-23848-7 $29.00 PA
• National print advertising
• American Birding Association membership
promotion
• Promotion at birding and nature shows around
the country

SEABROOKE LECKIE is a freelance writer and
naturalist who became interested in moths
after realizing they suited her night-owl
tendencies much better than did birds. She
lives in eastern Ontario with her husband and
two young kids, with whom she enjoys roaming
their rural yard and discovering its inhabitants,
six-legged and otherwise.

DAVID BEADLE is a professional freelance bird
illustrator who happens to have a passion for
moths. He has been interested in moths for
more than thirty years, both in his native UK
and in Ontario, Canada. For the past two
decades he has traveled extensively within
Ontario documenting and photographing
moths. He has a particular interest in
identification and feels it is important to
portray these fascinating creatures alive and
in their natural resting positions.

E-book available 9780544252066
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Robert M. Thorson

The Guide to Walden Pond
An Exploration of the History, Nature, Landscape, and
Literature of One of America’s Most Iconic Places
An exploration of the history, nature, landscape, and literature of one of
America's most iconic places.

TheGuide to Walden Pond is the ﬁrst guidebook to Henry David Thoreau’s
most deﬁning place, visited by half a million people each year. Many more
know it as the fountainhead of America's environmental consciousness.

9781328969217 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
The Guide to Walden Pond
MARCH • Nature • 224 pages • 72 4-c photos, 4 4-c
maps • Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: World •
B/T/S: HMH. P/M/A: Lisa Adams, The Garamond
Agency

• Online promotion, including targeted
advertising and newsletters
• Regional outreach to nature organizations
• Promotional materials for bicentennial events

E-book available 9781328969842
ALSO AVAILABLE IN HARDCOVER 9781328489173

Using this guide, both armchair readers and trail-walkers alike can join
Thoreau devotee Robert M. Thorson on an amble around the pond's
shoreline. We'll pause to explore people, events, and the natural world at
ﬁfteen special places. Thoreau will be our constant companion via quotes
from Walden. Stop by stop, the place of his book will merge with the book
of his place.
Abundantly illustrated with photographs, drawings, and maps, this guide
is a must-have for a meaningful, engaging tour of Walden Pond as well as a
souvenir of a visit.

ROBERT M. THORSON is a professor at the
University of Connecticut. An award-winning
author, scientist, and journalist, he's an expert
tour guide for Thoreau's Concord, and a
frequent speaker and consultant. From his
home in Storrs, Connecticut, he walks to work
on a trail through the woods.
Author’s residence:
Storrs, Connecticut

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT
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Cris Beam

I Feel You
The Surprising Power of Extreme Empathy
A cogent, gorgeous examination of empathy, illuminating the myths, the
science, and the power behind this transformative emotion

9780544558168 • $26.00 / Hardcover
I Feel You
MARCH • Psychology • 256 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/P/M/S: McCormick & Williams
A: HMH

ALSO AVAILABLE

To the End of June
978-0-544-10344-3 $15.95 PA
Transparent
978-0-156-03377-0 $19.95 PA
• Author appearances
• National media from New York
• National advertising
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544558175

Empathy has become a gaping fault line in American culture. Pioneering
programs aim to infuse our legal and educational systems with more
empathic thinking, even as pundits argue over whether we should bother
empathizing with our political opposites at all. Meanwhile, we are
inundated with the buzzily termed “empathic marketing”—which may very
well be a contradiction in terms.
In I Feel You, Cris Beam carves through the noise with a revelatory
exploration of how we perform empathy, how it is learned, what it can
do—indeed, what empathy is in the ﬁrst place. She takes us to the labs
where the neural networks of compassion are being mapped, and the
classrooms where children are being trained to see others’ views. Beam
visits courtrooms and prisons, asking how empathy might transform our
justice system. She travels to places wracked by oppression and genocide,
where reconciliation seems impossible, to report on eﬀorts to heal society’s
deepest wounds through human connection. And ﬁnally, she turns to how
we, as individuals, can foster compassion for ourselves.
Brimming with the sensitive and nuanced storytelling that has made Beam
one of our most respected journalists, I Feel You is an eye-opening
aﬃrmation of empathy’s potential.
CRIS BEAM is the author of several award-winning books, including To the End of
June: The Intimate Life of American Foster Care, and Transparent: Love, Family, and
Living the T with Transgender Teenagers. She teaches creative writing at
Columbia, NYU, and Bayview Women’s Correctional Facility.

Author’s residence:
New York City
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Barbara K. Lipska with Elaine McArdle

The Neuroscientist Who Lost Her
Mind
My Tale of Madness and Recovery
As a deadly cancer spread inside her brain, leading neuroscientist Barbara
Lipska was plunged into madness—only to miraculously survive with her
memories intact. In the tradition of My Stroke of Insight and Brain on Fire,
this powerful memoir recounts her ordeal and explains its
unforgettable lessons about the brain and mind.

9781328787309 • $25.00 / Hardcover
The Neuroscientist Who Lost Her Mind
APRIL • Memoir/Science • 224 pages • 1 ill. + 8
photos; run-in • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A/S: HMH. B/T/P/M: Aevitas Literary.

• National advertising, including the New York
Times and NPR.com
• Appearances in New York and Washington, D.C.
• National media
• Library promotion
• Advance reading copies

E-book available 9781328787279

In January 2015, Barbara Lipska—a leading expert on the neuroscience of
mental illness—was diagnosed with melanoma that had spread to her brain.
Within months, her frontal lobe, the seat of cognition, began shutting
down. She descended into madness, exhibiting dementia- and
schizophrenia-like symptoms that terriﬁed her family and coworkers. But
miraculously, just as her doctors ﬁgured out what was happening, the
immunotherapy they had prescribed began to work. Just eight weeks after
her nightmare began, Lipska returned to normal. With one diﬀerence: she
remembered her brush with madness with exquisite clarity.
In The Neuroscientist Who Lost Her Mind, Lipska describes her
extraordinary ordeal and its lessons about the mind and brain. She explains
how mental illness, brain injury, and age can change our behavior,
personality, cognition, and memory. She tells what it is like to experience
these changes ﬁrsthand. And she reveals what parts of us remain,
even when so much else is gone.
BARBARA LIPSKA is the director of the Human
Brain Collection Core at the National Institute of
Mental Health, where she studies mental illness
and human brain development. ELAINE
McARDLE is an award-winning journalist who
has written for the Boston Globe and many
other publications.

Author’s residence:
Lipska: Annandale, Virginia; McArdle: Portland,
Oregon

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT
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Derek B. Miller

American by Day
A gripping and timely novel that follows Sigrid—the dry-witted detective
from Derek B. Miller's best-selling debut Norwegian by Night—from Oslo
to the United States on a quest to ﬁnd her missing brother

9781328876652 • $26.00 / Hardcover
American by Day
APRIL • Fiction/Thriller/Mystery • 320
pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A/S: HMH. B/T/P/M: P.J. Mark, Janklow & Nesbit.

ALSO AVAILABLE Norwegian
by Night

Chief Inspector Sigrid Ødegård could be basking in the success of her
recent mission to save an innocent child who’d gone missing in Oslo, but
instead she is reeling from the deadly showdown that preceded that
success. She has decided to take some time oﬀ from her job and visit her
father at the family farm, where she hopes to relax and consider the
implications of her role in recent events. Unfortunately her father has other
plans for her. “You're going to America,” he tells her. Why? To look for her
older brother, Marcus. He's missing. And more than that, it seems his
disappearance is connected in some way to the death of a woman he
loved—an African-American professor named Lydia Jones. A connection
now being investigated by a certain Sheriﬀ Irving Wylie . . .
Like Norwegian by Night, which had “the brains of a literary novel and the
body of a thriller” (New York Times), American by Day is both thoughtprovoking and suspenseful. Through the eyes of the inimitable Inspector
Ødegård, Derek Miller oﬀers a refreshingly funny, disturbing, and slyly
perceptive vision of American life.

978-0-544-29266-6 $14.95 PA
• Prepub media event
• Print and online advertising
• Mystery and library promotion
• Book club promotion
• ABA Winter Institute promotion
• Advance reading copies

E-book available 9781328876737

DEREK B. MILLER has worked on international
peace and security for think tanks, diplomatic
missions, and the United Nations. He is the
author of two novels, Norwegian by Night,
which won the Crime Writers' Association's
John Creasey Dagger Award, and The Girl in
Green, which was long-listed for the Gold
Dagger.
Author’s residence:
Oslo, Norway
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George Orwell

Orwell on Truth
George Orwell spent his life fighting for the truth and against
totalitarianism. These writings are as profound and relevant today as
they ever were.

9781328507860 • $20.00 / Hardcover
Orwell on Truth
APRIL • 208 pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,O

Over the course of his career, George Orwell wrote about many things,
but no matter what he wrote the goal was to get at the fundamental truths
of the world. He had no place for dissemblers, liars, conmen, or frauds,
and he made his feelings well-known. In Orwell on Truth, excerpts from
across Orwell’s career show how his writing and worldview developed
over the decades, profoundly shaped by his experiences in the Spanish
Civil War, and further by World War II, and the rise of totalitarian states.
In a world that seems increasingly like one of Orwell’s dystopias, a
willingness to speak truth to power is more important than ever. With
Orwell on Truth, readers get a collection of both powerful quotes and the
context for them.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Homage to Catalonia
978-0-544-38204-6 $14.95 PA
Down and Out in Paris and London
978-0-15-626224-8 $14.00 PA
Animal Farm and 1984
978-0-15-101026-4 $24.00 HC

GEORGE ORWELL was born in 1903 in India. He served with the Imperial Police
in Burma and worked various as a dishwasher, teachers, and bookseller before
joining the Republican Army in the Spanish Civil War. A member of the Home
Guard during World War II as well as a writer for the BBC, he later became a
correspondent for the London Observer. Orwell is the author of six novels
(including Animal Farm and 1984) as well as numerous essays and nonfiction
works. He died in 1950.

E-book available 9781328508713
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Steve N. G. Howell, Brian Sullivan

Peterson Guide to Bird
Identiﬁcation—in 12 Steps
The perfect introduction for beginning birders: a 12-step path to a lifelong
addiction

Part of the satisfaction of watching birds is being able to name what you see.
Yet, open a ﬁeld guide, and there are hundreds of species to choose from,
some with diﬀerent appearances for males, females, immature birds, and
even seasonal variation. It can be overwhelming. Where to start? The good
news is that most people already know more than they realize about birds,
and this can greatly simplify the identiﬁcation process.

9781328662064 • $17.95 / Hardcover
Peterson Guide to Bird Identiﬁcation—in 12 Steps
APRIL • Nature • 128 pages • 85 color
photographs • Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
Peterson Reference Guide to Molt in North American
Birds 978-0-547-15235-6 $35.00 HC
• National review attention
• National print advertising
• American Birding Association membership
promotion
• Promotion at birding and nature shows around
the country

These twelve steps start with the basics—such as location, habitat, and
season—and then build logically into a manageable framework that can
help anyone to identify and appreciate birds.
For those new to bird watching, the book will help them understand the
fundamentals of observation and the identiﬁcation process. For more
experienced birders, it helps them step back from years in the ﬁeld and
refresh their thoughts on how to watch and identify birds.
Written in a helpful, conversational style, and illustrated with more than 85
color photographs, this book outlines a pathway to enable anyone to get
into, or get more out of, the world of watching, identifying, and enjoying
birds.
STEVE N. G. HOWELL is an international bird
tour leader with WINGS and a popular speaker
and trip leader at birding festivals. He has been
watching birds for as long as he can remember.
Steve has authored numerous books and
articles, mainly about birds, and the common
thread to his life is that birding should be fun.
He lives in California.

BRIAN SULLIVAN has conducted ﬁeldwork on
birds throughout North America for the past 25
years. Birding travels, photography, and ﬁeld
projects have taken .him all over the world. He
has written and consulted on various books,
including popular and scientific literature on
North American birds. He is a coauthor of
several books and is currently project leader for
eBird and photographic editor for the Birds of
North America Online at the Cornell Laboratory
of Ornithology. He lives in California.

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT
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Mary Sharratt

Ecstasy
A Novel
In the glittering hotbed of turn-of-the-twentieth-century Vienna, one
woman’s life would deﬁne and defy an era

Gustav Klimt gave Alma her ﬁrst kiss. Gustav Mahler fell in love with her at
ﬁrst sight and proposed only a few weeks later. Bauhaus founder Walter
Gropius abandoned all reason to pursue her. Poet and novelist Franz
Werfel described her as “one of the very few magical women that exist.” But
who was this woman who brought these most eminent of men to their
knees? In Ecstasy, Mary Sharratt ﬁnally gives one of the most controversial
and complex women of her time the center stage.

9780544800892 • $26.00 / Hardcover
Ecstasy
APRIL • Historical Fiction • 400 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
All rights: Jennifer Weltz, Jean Naggar Literary
Agency

Coming of age in the midst of a creative and cultural whirlwind,, young,
beautiful Alma Schindler yearns to make her mark as a composer. A
brand-new era of possibility for women is dawning and she is determined
to make the most of it. But Alma loses her heart to the great composer
Gustav Mahler, nearly twenty years her senior. He demands that she give
up her music as a condition for their marriage. Torn by her love and in awe
of his genius, how will she remain true to herself and her artistic passion?
Part cautionary tale, part triumph of the feminist spirit, Ecstasy reveals the
true Alma Mahler: composer, author, daughter, sister, mother, wife, lover,
and muse.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Dark Lady’s Mask
978-0-544-94444-2 $14.99 PA
Illuminations
978-0-544-10653-6 $14.95 PA
Daughters of the Witching Hill
978-0-547-42229-9 $14.95 PA
• National review attention
• Select author appearances
• Book club promotion
• Online promotion, including a historical ﬁction
blog tour

MARY SHARRATT, the author of six previous
critically acclaimed novels, is on a mission to
write strong women back into history. Her
lifelong love of classical music and her
explorations into the lives of female composers
inspired her to write Ecstasy.

Author’s residence:
Lancashire, England

E-book available 9780544800922
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Elgin Baylor with Alan Eisenstock

Hang Time
My Life in Basketball
Elgin Baylor’s memoir of an epic all-star career in the NBA—during which
he transformed basketball from a horizontal game to a vertical one—and
his ﬁghts against racism during his career as a player and as general
manager of the LA Clippers under the infamous Donald Sterling

9780544617056 • $27.00 / Hardcover
Hang Time
APRIL • Nonﬁction • 320 pages • 8-pp. insert with
16-24 black and white photos • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. All other rights: Foundry

• Author appearances
• National media from New York and Los Angeles
• National print and online advertising

E-book available 9780544618459

People think of Elgin Baylor as one of the greatest basketball players in the
history of the game—and one of the NBA’s ﬁrst black superstars—but the
full extent of his legacy stretches beyond his spectacular, game-changing
jump shots and dunks. With startling symmetry, Baylor recounts his story:
ﬂying back and forth between the U.S. Army and the Lakers, his time as a
central ﬁgure in the great Celtics-Lakers rivalry and how he helped break
down color barriers in the sport, his 1964 All-Star game boycott, his early
years as an executive for the New Orleans Jazz, and twenty-two years as
general manager for the notorious L.A. Clippers and Donald Sterling,
spent ﬁghting to draft and sign young, black phenoms—only to be
hamstrung by his boss at every turn.
No one has seen the league change, and has worked to bring change, more
than Baylor. Year after year, he continued to ﬁght and persevere against
racism. At the beginning of his career, he was forced to stay in separate
hotel rooms. From those days to today’s superstardom, he has had a
front-row view of the game’s elevation to one of America’s favorite sports.
For the ﬁrst time, Elgin Baylor tells his full story. He’s played with the
legends, lived with them, and knows more about the NBA than anyone
living, and is ﬁnally ready to set the record straight.
ELGIN BAYLOR’s acrobatic moves inspired Bill Simmons to call him the “Godfather
of Hang Time.” Elgin was inducted into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of
Fame in 1977 and named NBA Executive of the Year in 2006. He lives in Beverly
Hills, California. Award-winning and best-selling author ALAN EISENSTOCK has
written twelve books. He lives in Paciﬁc Palisades, California.
Author’s residence:
Baylor: Beverly Hills, California
Eisenstock: Paciﬁc Palisades, California

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT
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Ian Thomsen

The Soul of Basketball
The Epic Showdown Between LeBron, Kobe, Doc, and
Dirk That Saved the NBA
From a seasoned NBA expert and acclaimed Sports Illustrated writer, the
compelling story of the last decade of the NBA, as seen through the lens
of the unforgettable 2010–2011 season

9780547746517 • $27.00 / Hardcover
The Soul of Basketball
APRIL • Sports & Recreation/Basketball • 288
pages • One b-w 8-page insert • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M/S: David Black Literary Agency

• National media from New York
• National sports radio tour
• National online advertising

E-book available 9780547746890

The Soul of Basketball is the compelling narrative of the changing guard in
the NBA over the past decade, as played out during the pivotal 2010–2011
season, which saw stars fall, new heroes rise, the game stop and somehow
ﬁnd rebirth. It started with The Decision, that infamous moment when
uber-star LeBron James made the ill-advised announcement that he was
joining Miami to cast aside the single-superstar model of Michael Jordan
and play alongside some of the best in the NBA. But it didn’t work, and in
the process LeBron became the personiﬁcation of a sport that had lost its
way. The Soul of Basketball centers around the stories of LeBron, Kobe
Bryant, Doc Rivers, Dirk Nowitzki, and other NBA celebrities that year,
each traversing a make-or-break season that would change the league
forever.
In the tradition of Moneyball and The Last Night of the Yankee Dynasty,
veteran NBA writer Ian Thomsen paints a portrait of a game in the throes of
change. Chronicling this last season of what fans should have regarded as
the best basketball ever played, Thomsen tells the larger story of a league in
crisis. From Miami to Boston, Los Angeles to Dallas, Cleveland to the NBA
oﬃces in downtown Manhattan, this is a fascinating narrative about the
business of sports that paves the way for the new guard, such as Steph
Curry, to thrive.

IAN THOMSEN is a special contributor to
NBA.com and has been writing about sports in
America and around the world for three
decades on behalf of the Boston Globe,
the National Sports Daily, the International
Herald Tribune, and Sports Illustrated.
Author’s residence:
Swampscott, Massachusetts
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Catherine Nixey

The Darkening Age
The Christian Destruction of the Classical World
A bold new history of the rise of Christianity, showing how its radical
followers helped to annihilate Greek and Roman civilization

In Harran, the locals refused to convert. They were dismembered, their
limbs hung along the town’s main street. In Alexandria, black-robed zealots
pulled the elderly philosopher-astronomer Hypatia from her chariot and
ﬂayed her to death. Not long before, their brethren had invaded the
city’s greatest temple and razed it—smashing its world-famous statues and
destroying thousands of books, all that was left of Alexandria’s Great
Library.

9780544800885 • $28.00 / Hardcover
The Darkening Age
APRIL • History/Religion • 384 pages • one 16-pp.
4-c insert • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O (-EU) •
S: HMH. B/T/A/P/M: Pan Macmillan UK

• National media
• National online advertising
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544800939

Today, we refer to Christianity’s conquest of the West as a “triumph.” In
truth, it was an orgy of destruction that helped to extinguish classical
culture and pitch Western civilization into a thousand-year-long decline. As
Catherine Nixey reveals, evidence of early Christians’ campaign of
terror has been hiding in plain sight: in the palimpsests and shattered
statues proudly displayed in churches and museums the world over. In The
Darkening Age, Nixey resurrects this lost history, oﬀering a wrenching
account of the rise of Christianity and its terrible cost.

CATHERINE NIXEY studied classics at Cambridge
and taught the subject for several years before
becoming a journalist on the arts desk at the
Times (UK), where she still works.

Author’s residence:
London
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Fran Hauser

The Myth of the Nice Girl
Achieving a Career You Love Without Becoming a Person
You Hate
A dynamic guide for rising women in business who are eager to succeed
without sacriﬁcing their authentic sense of self

In her work mentoring young women on their careers, Fran Hauser hears
one persistent concern: In the traditionally male-dominated business
world, “niceness” is dismissed as weakness. Women feel they are being
charged with an impossible balancing act: if they are nice they are seen as a
pushover, but if they are tough they are accused of being a bitch.

9781328832955 • $26.00 / Hardcover
The Myth of the Nice Girl
APRIL • Business/Career Guidance • 224
pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
All rights: Yfat Gendell, Foundry Literary.

• Author appearances
• National media from New York
• National online advertising
• Library promotion
• Social media promotion, including Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Twitter

E-book available 9781328832979

In The Myth of the Nice Girl, Hauser proves that women don’t have to
sacriﬁce their values or hide their authentic personalities in the name of
success. Sharing a wealth of personal anecdotes and time-tested strategies,
she shows how women can reclaim “nice” and sidestep regressive
stereotypes about what a strong leader looks like. Her accessible advice and
hard-won wisdom detail how to balance being empathetic with being
decisive, how to rise above the double standards that can box you in, how
to cultivate the kind of authentic conﬁdence that projects throughout a
room, and much more.
For ambitious, career-oriented women, Hauser oﬀers the candid,
customized advice that has been missing from conventional business
guides.

FRAN HAUSER has held senior positions at
some of the world’s largest digital media
businesses, including Moviefone, AOL, and
Time Inc. Now an angel investor, she was
named one of Reﬁnery29’s “6 Most Powerful
Women in NYC’s Tech Scene,” and has been
featured by CNBC, Forbes, Vogue.com, Ad Age,
and more.

Author’s residence:
Bedford, New York
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Bryan Camp

The City of Lost Fortunes
The fate of New Orleans rests in the hands of a wayward grifter in this
novel of gods, games, and monsters.

The post–Katrina New Orleans of The City of Lost Fortunes is a place
haunted by its history and by the hurricane’s destruction, a place that is
hoping to survive the rebuilding of its present long enough to ensure that it
has a future. Street magician Jude Dubuisson is likewise burdened by his
past and by the consequences of the storm, because he has a secret: the
magical ability to ﬁnd lost things, a gift passed down to him by the father he
has never known—a father who just happens to be more than human.

9781328810793 • $24.00 / Hardcover
The City of Lost Fortunes
APRIL • Fantasy • 384 pages • 6 b-w
illustrations • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. B/T/A/P/M: Seth Fishman, Gernert
Company.

• Author appearances
• Online advertising
• Library, science ﬁction/fantasy, and mystery
promotion

E-book available 9781328810816

Jude has been lying low since the storm, which caused so many things to be
lost that it played havoc with his magic, and he is hiding from his own
power, his divine former employer, and a debt owed to the Fortune god of
New Orleans. But his six-year retirement ends abruptly when the Fortune
god is murdered and Jude is drawn back into the world he tried so
desperately to leave behind. A world full of magic, monsters, and miracles.
A world where he must ﬁnd out who is responsible for the Fortune god’s
death, uncover the plot that threatens the city’s soul, and discover what his
talent for lost things has always been trying to show him: what it means to
be his father’s son.
BRYAN CAMP is a graduate of the Clarion West
Writers Workshop and the MFA program at the
University of New Orleans. He started his ﬁrst
novel, The City of Lost Fortunes, in the back seat
of his parents’ car as they evacuated the
Crescent City during Hurricane Katrina.
Author’s residence:
New Orleans
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Nathan H. Lents

Human Errors
A Panorama of Our Defects, from Broken Genes to
Pointless Bones
An illuminating, entertaining tour of the physical imperfections—from
faulty knees to junk DNA—that make us human

We humans like to think of ourselves as highly evolved creatures. But if we
are supposedly evolution’s greatest creation, why do we have such bad
knees? Why do we catch head colds so often—two hundred times more
often than a dog? How come our wrists have so many useless bones? Why
is the vast majority of our genetic code pointless? And are we really
supposed to swallow and breathe through the same narrow tube? Surely
there’s been some kind of mistake.
9781328974693 • $27.00 / Hardcover
Human Errors
MAY • Science/Human Anatomy/Evolution • 256
pages • 23 b-w illustrations • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B: Weidenfeld & Nicolson UK.

As professor of biology Nathan H. Lents explains in Human Errors, our
evolutionary history is nothing if not a litany of mistakes, each more
entertaining and enlightening than the last. The human body, perhaps
evolution’s greatest creation, is one big pile of compromises. But that is also
a testament to our greatness: as Lents shows, humans have so many design
ﬂaws precisely because we are very, very good at getting around them.

• National media from New York
• National advertising
• Academic outreach

A rollicking, deeply informative tour of humans’ four-billion-year-long
evolutionary saga, Human Errors both celebrates our imperfections and
oﬀers an unconventional accounting of the cost of our success.

E-book available 9781328974679

NATHAN H. LENTS is a professor of biology at John Jay College at CUNY and is
the author of Not So Diﬀerent: Finding Human Nature in Animals. He has
appeared as a scientiﬁc expert in national media, including The Today Show,
NPR, Access Hollywood, 48 Hours, and Al Jazeera America.
Author’s residence:
Queens, New York
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Jeﬀ Bercovici

Play On
The New Science of Elite Performance at Any Age
A lively, deeply reported tour of the latest in ﬁtness science and
technology, revealing the strategies of elite and amateur athletes as they
stay ﬁt longer than ever before

Age and sports: try talking about one without the other. At their core,
sports are about challenging our physical limits. Age is the ﬁnal and most
stubborn of those limits. It’s through sports and exercise that many of us
ﬁrst experience the reality of aging. Yet as the American populace ages, our
notions about the place of sports and ﬁtness in our lives keep getting more
ambitious.

9780544809987 • $27.00 / Hardcover
Play On
MAY • Nonﬁction • 288 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A/S: HMH. All other rights: Daniel Greenberg,
Levine Greenberg Rostan

• National media
• National sports radio tour
• National advertising

In every major American sports league, the number of players over 35 has
grown prodigiously over the last couple of decades: Tom Brady, Meb
Keﬂezighi, Kerri Walsh Jennings, Kobe Bryant, David Ortiz, Roger
Federer, Kelly Slater—a new breed of top professionals and Olympians are
overturning notions about how long a sporting career can last. They’re
showing an athlete's performance peak is “not a point but a plateau.”
It’s no accident that all of this is happening now. Sports science has
advanced light years in its understanding of how athletes age, and surgical
and medical techniques have come even farther. A glimpse over the horizon
shows technologies that promise not just to slow aging, but reverse it
entirely, and what that means for weekend warriors. From balance boards
to ice tubs to beet-and-cherry cocktails, here are the secrets to extending
your peak years like never before.

E-book available 9780544935327
JEFF BERCOVICI is currently the San Francisco
bureau chief for Inc., covering technology and
entrepreneurship, and a former senior editor
and writer at Forbes. He has been a ﬁnalist for
the 2013 Mirror Award and has also written for
Playboy, GQ, Details, Glamour, and the New York
Times.
Author’s residence: Berkeley, California
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David Burkus

Friend of a Friend . . .
Understanding the Hidden Networks That Can
Transform Your Life and Your Career
Handing out business cards? Or just joining LinkedIn? Not anymore. This is
a new and startling look at the art and science of networking.

Everybody knows that in order to expand your business opportunities, it’s
essential to reach out and build your network. But did you know that it’s
your secondary, or dormant, contacts who will be the most helpful to you?
Or that too many of us inadvertently run the risk of isolating ourselves into
corporate silos? And what do the very best networkers do that most of us
do not?

9780544971264 • $27.00 / Hardcover
Friend of a Friend . . .
MAY • Business/Career Guidance • 256
pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
A/B/S/T: HMH. P/M: Anderson Literary Agency
(Giles Anderson).

ALSO AVAILABLE

Business school professor David Burkus digs deep to ﬁnd the unexpected
networking secrets that provide both a unique and science-based
explanation on how best to grow your universe.
Based upon entertaining case studies and research, this is the most
up-to-date, practical, and revelatory guide for building one’s professional
and personal connections in today’s fast-paced world. Forget the outdated
advice in all the other networking books and learn how to make use of the
hidden networks you already have.

Under New Management
978-0-544-63097-0 $15.99 PA
• National media from New York
• National online advertising

E-book available 9780544971288

DAVID BURKUS is a best-selling author, awardwinning podcaster, and associate professor of
management at Oral Roberts University. He’s a
sought-after speaker among Fortune 500
companies and a regular contributor to the
Harvard Business Review and other business
publications.
Author’s residence:
Jenks, Oklahoma
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Bernd Heinrich

A Naturalist at Large
The Best Essays of Bernd Heinrich
From the acclaimed scientist and writer, essays collected for the ﬁrst time
in book form, on ravens and other birds, insects, trees, elephants, and
more, bring “passionate observations [that] superbly mix memoir and
science” (New York Times).

9780544986831 • $25.00 / Hardcover
A Naturalist at Large
MAY • Nonﬁction • 272 pages • 22 b-w
illustrations • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World
English •
B/S: HMH. All other rights: Sandra Dijkstra Literary
Agency.

From one of the ﬁnest scientist/writers of our time comes an engaging
record of a life spent in close observation of the natural world, one that has
yielded “marvelous, mind-altering” (Los Angeles Times) insight and
discoveries. In essays that span several decades, Heinrich ﬁnds himself at
his beloved camp in Maine; plays host to annoying visitors from Europe
(the cluster ﬂy) and more helpful guests from Asia (ladybugs); and unravels
the far-reaching ecological consequences of elephants in Botswana bruising
mopane trees. Heinrich then turns to his great love, the extraordinary
behaviors of ravens; chronicles a magical sighting of hundreds of loons
congregated on a lake in Maine, something never recorded before; and
observes that the human species has biological roots as endurance runners:
“We were all runners once.” Finally, he asks “Where does a biologist ﬁnd
hope?” In Naturalist at Large, Bernd Heinrich delivers an answer.

Homing Instinct
978-0-544-48401-6 $15.95 PA

BERND HEINRICH is an acclaimed scientist and
the author of numerous books, including the
best-selling Winter World, Mind of the Raven,
Why We Run, The Homing Instinct, and One Wild
Bird at a Time. Among Heinrich’s many honors
is the 2013 PEN New England Award in
nonﬁction for Life Everlasting. He resides in
Maine.

Life Everlasting
978-0-544-00226-5 $15.95 PA

Author’s residence:
Maine

ALSO AVAILABLE
One Wild Bird at a Time
978-0-544-38763-8 $28.00 HC

• Targeted print advertising
• Regional bookseller outreach
• Promotional materials for pre-pub author
engagements

E-book available 9780544986879
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Paul Theroux

Figures in a Landscape
People and Places
A delectable collection of Theroux’s recent writing on great places,
people, and prose

9780544870307 • $28.00 / Hardcover
Figures in a Landscape
MAY • Essays • 400 pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory:
US,C,O

ALSO AVAILABLE
Deep South
978-0-544-70517-3 $15.95 PA

Mother Land
978-1-328-91582-5 $15.99 PA

In the spirit of his much-loved Sunrise with Seamonsters and Fresh Air
Fiend, Paul Theroux’s latest collection of essays leads the reader through a
dazzling array of sights, characters, and experiences, as Theroux applies
his signature searching curiosity to a life lived as much in reading as on the
road. This writerly tour-de-force features a satisfyingly varied selection of
topics that showcase Theroux’s sheer versatility as a writer. Travel essays
take us to Ecuador, Zimbabwe, and Hawaii, to name a few. Gems of literary
criticism reveal fascinating depth in the work of Henry David Thoreau,
Graham Greene, Joseph Conrad, and Hunter Thompson. And in a series
of breathtakingly personal proﬁles, we take a helicopter ride with Elizabeth
Taylor, go surﬁng with Oliver Sacks, eavesdrop on the day-to-day life of a
Manhattan dominatrix, and explore New York with Robin Williams.
An extended mediation on the craft of writing binds together this
wide-ranging collection, along with Theroux’s constant quest for the
authentic in a person or in a place.

Mr. Bones
978-0-544-48395-8 $14.95 PA

PAUL THEROUX is the author of many highly
acclaimed books. His novels include The Lower
River and The Mosquito Coast, and his renowned
travel books include Ghost Train to the Eastern
Star, Dark Star Safari, and Deep South.

• National Media from New York
• National online advertising
• Co-promotion with www.paultheroux.com, a
Paul Theroux fansite

Author’s residence:
Cape Cod and Hawaii

E-book available 9780544866669
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Michael McFaul

From Cold War to Hot Peace
The Inside Story of Russia and America
From one of America’s leading scholars of Russia who served as U.S.
ambassador to Russia during the Obama administration, a revelatory,
inside account of U.S.-Russia relations from 1989 to the present

9780544716247 • $30.00 / Hardcover
From Cold War to Hot Peace
MAY • 496 pages • 8-page b-w insert • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: William Morris Endeavor
S: HMH

• National author tour, including New York,
Boston, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, San
Francisco, Los Angeles
• National media
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544716254

In 2008, when Michael McFaul was asked to leave his perch at Stanford
and join an unlikely presidential campaign, he had no idea that he would
ﬁnd himself at the beating heart of one of today’s most contentious and
consequential international relationships. As President Barack Obama’s
adviser on Russian aﬀairs, McFaul helped craft the United States’
policy known as “reset” that fostered new and unprecedented
collaboration between the two countries. And then, as U.S. ambassador to
Russia from 2012 to 2014, he had a front-row seat when this ﬂeeting,
hopeful moment crumbled with Vladimir Putin’s return to the presidency.
This riveting inside account combines history and memoir to tell the full
story of U.S.-Russia relations from the fall of the Soviet Union to the new
rise of the hostile, paranoid Russian president. From the ﬁrst days of
McFaul’s ambassadorship, the Kremlin actively sought to discredit and
undermine him, hassling him with tactics that included dispatching
protesters to his front gates, slandering him on state media, and tightly
surveilling him, his staﬀ, and his family.
From Cold War to Hot Peace is an essential account of the most
consequential global confrontation of our time.
MICHAEL MCFAUL is a professor of political science and director of the Freeman
Spogli Institute for International Studies at Stanford University. He served in
President Obama’s National Security Council, then as U.S. ambassador to the
Russian Federation. Dr. McFaul is also an analyst for NBC News and a contributing
columnist to the Washington Post.
Author’s residence:
Stanford, California
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Elly Griﬃths

The Dark Angel
In this highly atmospheric mystery, Ruth Galloway—“a captivating
amateur sleuth” (Louise Penny)—and DCI Nelson investigate a murder in a
medieval Italian town where dark secrets are buried as deep as bones.

It’s not every day that you’re summoned to the Italian countryside on
business, so when archaeologist Angelo Morelli asks for Ruth Galloway’s
help identifying bones found in the tiny hilltop town of Fontana Liri, she
jumps at the chance to go, bringing her daughter along with her for a
working vacation. Upon arriving, she begins to hear murmurs of Fontana
Liri’s strong resistance movement during World War II and senses the
townspeople are dancing around a deeply buried secret. But how could
that be connected to the ancient remains she’s been studying?

9780544750326 • $27.00 / Hardcover
The Dark Angel
MAY • Mystery • 336 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A: HMH. All other rights: Janklow & Nesbit

Ruth is just beginning to get her footing in the dig when she’s thrown
oﬀ-guard by the appearance of DCI Nelson. And when Ruth’s ﬁndings
lead them to a modern-day murder, their holidays are both turned upside
down, and they race to ﬁnd out what darkness is lurking in this seemingly
picturesque town.

ELLY GRIFFITHS is the author of the Ruth
Galloway and Magic Men mystery series. She is
the recipient of the Mary Higgins Clark Award
and the CWA Dagger in the Library Award.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Woman in Blue
978-0-544-94711-5 $14.99 PA
Smoke and Mirrors
978-0-544-52795-9 $25.00 HC

Author’s residence:
Brighton, England

The Zig Zag Girl
978-0-544-81187-4 $14.95 PA
The Ghost Fields
978-0-544-57786-2 $14.95 PA
• National review attention
• Print and online advertising
• Mystery and library promotion
• E-book promotion

E-book available 9780544750531
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Tim Gallagher and Greg Myerson

Born to Fish
How an Obsessed Angler Became the World’s Greatest
Striped Bass Fisherman
The son of a mobster goes from deadbeat to world champion to protector
of “the people's ﬁsh.”

9780544787247 • $26.00 / Hardcover
Born to Fish
MAY • Nature • 256 pages • n-a • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
Falcon Fever 978-0-547-23779-4 $14.95 TP

• National media
• National advertising
• Online promotion, including Facebook and
Twitter
• Advance reading copies
E-book available 9780544787452

Born to Fish tells the story of a man who led a harrowing, sometimes
dissolute life until he turned himself around, thanks to his rod and reel.
Overcoming learning disabilities, substance abuse, and the violence
associated with a father in the mob, Greg Myerson, a lifelong sportﬁsherman, caught an 82-pound striped bass in 2011, shattering a world
record that had stood for 29 years. Without any training in biological
research, he began studying the striped bass like a scientist—examining
how it hunts, the food it eats, how its behavior is aﬀected by moon phases
and the cycles of the tides—which led to the creation of the RattleSinker,
the lure that helped him catch the record-setting bass. During an
appearance on the TV show Shark Tank, Mark Cuban bought a 33 percent
share of Greg's company, World Record Striper Company. Yet at the very
instant he achieved his crowning glory as a striped bass ﬁsherman, he had a
staggering epiphany and instantly regretted killing the ﬁsh. Greg is now at
the forefront of the eﬀort to save the big striped bass, the most proliﬁc
breeders, and actively promotes no-kill catch-and-release tournaments.
TIM GALLAGHER is an award-winning author of
books about Ivory and Imperial Woodpeckers
as well as falcons. The former editor of Living
Bird magazine, he lives in Freeville, New York.
GREG MYERSON holds the world record for
catching the largest striped bass and owns the
World Record Striper Company, which was
funded on his appearance on the TV show
Shark Tank. He lives in Wallingford, Connecticut.
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Kenneth Bonert

The Mandela Plot
For fans of The Kite Runner and A Brief History of Seven Killings, a
page-turning literary and political thriller set in apartheid Johannesburg

As the 1980s draw to a close, South Africa is a maelstrom of political
violence with the apartheid regime in its death throes. Young Martin
Helger is the struggling odd duck at an elite private boys school in
Johannesburg, with his father a rough-handed scrap dealer and his brother
a mysterious legend.

9781328886187 • $27.00 / Hardcover
The Mandela Plot
MAY • Fiction/Thriller • 480 pages • 2 b-w
illustrations • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Lion Seeker
978-0-544-33451-9 $14.95 PA
• National review attention
• National online advertising
• Online promotion, including newsletter features

E-book available 9781328886156

When a beautiful and manipulative American arrives at the family home,
Martin soon ﬁnds himself wrenched out of his isolated bubble and thrust
into the raw heart of the struggle. At the same time, secrets from the past
begin to emerge and old sins long buried return in terrifying new ways,
tearing at the Helgers, a second-generation Jewish family, even as the larger
forces of history and politics tear apart the country as a whole. Mercy is in
short supply and ultimately Martin must rely on alternative strengths to
protect himself and ﬁght for a better future.
From the acclaimed author of the National Jewish Book Award–winning
debut novel The Lion Seeker, The Mandela Plot is at once a riveting literary
thriller, a moving coming of age tale, and an unforgettable journey through
a world that entertains and terriﬁes in equal measure, and holds profound
resonance for the present moment.

KENNETH BONERT’s ﬁrst novel, The Lion Seeker,
won the National Jewish Book Award, the
Edward Lewis Wallant Award, and the Canadian
Jewish Book Award, and was a ﬁnalist for the
Governor General’s Literary Award and Amazon
Canada’s First Novel Award. Bonert was born in
South Africa and now lives in Canada.
Author’s residence:
Toronto, Ontario
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James Aldred

The Man Who Climbs Trees
A professional tree climber encounters gorillas, snakes, spiders, and birds
of prey, as well as answers and perspective, hundreds of feet up, all over
the world

Every child knows the allure of climbing trees. But how many of us get to
make a living at it, spending days observing nature from the canopies of
stunning forests all around the world?

9781328473059 • $26.00 / Hardcover
The Man Who Climbs Trees
MAY • Nature • 288 pages • approximately 12 color
photos in 8-page insert • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory:
US,C,O (-EU) •
A: Recorded Books.

• National media
• Online advertising
• Promotion at birding and nature shows
across the country

E-book available 9781328473530

As a wildlife cameraman for the BBC and National Geographic, James
Aldred spends his working life high up in trees, poised to capture key
moments in the lives of wild animals and birds. Aldred’s climbs take him to
the most incredible and majestic trees in existence. In Borneo, home to the
tallest tropical rain forest on the planet, just getting a rope up into the
250-foot-tall trees is a challenge. In Venezuela, even body armor isn’t
guaranteed protection against the razor-sharp talons of a nesting Harpy
Eagle. In Australia, the peace of being lulled to sleep in a hammock
twenty-ﬁve stories above the ground— after a grueling day of climbing and
ﬁlming—is broken by a midnight storm that threatens to topple the tree.
In this vivid account of memorable trees he has climbed (“Goliath,”
“Apollo,” “Roaring Meg”), Aldred blends incredible stories of his
adventures in the branches with a fascination for the majesty of trees to
show us the joy of rising—literally—above the daily grind, up into the
canopy of the forest.

JAMES ALDRED grew up on the edge of a forest and spent his teenage years
exploring it. By fourteen he was building forest shelters and sleeping rough
in the woods. By sixteen he was spending much of his time up in the
branches. These days, when he's not ﬁlming in far-ﬂung countries, he lives in
the West Country of the UK with his wife and children.
Author’s residence:
North Somerset, United Kingdom
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Hannah Pittard

Visible Empire
From a writer who “deserves the attention of anyone in search of today's
best ﬁction”* comes an epic novel—based on true events—of wealth,
race, grief, and love, charting one sweltering summer in Atlanta that left
no one unchanged (*Washington Post)

It’s a humid June day when the phones begin to ring in Atlanta: disaster has
struck. Air France Flight 007, which had been chartered to ferry home
more than one hundred of Atlanta’s cultural leaders following a luxurious
arts-oriented tour of Europe, crashed shortly after takeoﬀ in Paris. In one
fell swoop, many of the city’s wealthiest residents perished.

9780544748064 • $25.00 / Hardcover
Visible Empire
JUNE • Fiction • 272 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A: Recorded Books. All other rights: Maria Massie,
Lippincott Massie McQuilkin.

Left behind were children, spouses, lovers, friends, and a city on the cusp
of great change: the Civil Rights movement was at its peak, the hedonism of
the 60s was at its doorstep. In Hannah Pittard’s dazzling and most
ambitious novel yet, she gives us the journeys of those who must now
rebuild this place and their lives.
Visible Empire follows the chaos—and hope—that remained in the wake of
the crash, and the truths that became evident because of it. This is a story
about how we choose to look at the world, and those moments when we
ﬁnally see it for what it is—whether we’re ready for that clarity or not.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Listen To Me
978-0-544-94718-4 $14.99 PA
• National author tour, including New York, DC,
Chicago, Atlanta, Lexington, Nashville, Mississippi
• National media
• National online advertising
• Bookseller outreach, including promotion at
regionals
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

HANNAH PITTARD was born in Atlanta. She is
the author of the novels Listen to Me, Reunion,
and The Fates Will Find Their Way. She teaches
ﬁction in the MFA program at the University of
Kentucky.
Author’s residence:
Lexington, Kentucky

E-book available 9780544748989
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Jamie Weisman

We Are Gathered
For readers of Maggie Shipstead and Maria Semple, a tender and funny
debut that tells the story of an interfaith wedding in Atlanta — from the
perspectives of its (adoring, envious, resentful, hilarious) guests

One afternoon in Atlanta, Georgia. Two people heading to the altar. One
hundred ﬁfty guests. The bride, Elizabeth Gottlieb, proud graduate of the
University of Virginia and of Emory University School of Law, member of
Atlanta’s wealthy Jewish elite. The groom, Hank Jackson, not a member.
Not a Jew. ?The couple of the hour, however, is beside the point, because
We Are Gathered belongs to the guests.

9781328793294 • $24.00 / Hardcover
We Are Gathered
JUNE • Fiction • 288 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A: HMH. B/T/P/M/S: Massie & McQuilkin.

• National review attention
• National online advertising
• Reading group promotion
• Library promotion
• JCC outreach
• Advance reading copies

Among them, Carla, Elizabeth’s quick-witted, ugly duckling childhood
best friend turned Hollywood ﬁlm scout, whose jaundiced view of the
drama that is an American wedding provides a lens of humor and its
corollary, deep compassion for the supporting actors who steal the show;
Elizabeth’s great-aunt Rachel, a Holocaust survivor from Germany who is
still navigating a no-man’s-land between cultures and identities decades
after escaping from the forests of Europe; Elizabeth’s wheelchair-bound
grandfather Albert, who considers his legacy as a man, both in the
boardroom and the bedroom; and Annette, the mother of the bride herself,
reminded now of her youthful indiscretions in love and motherhood.
Balancing razor-sharp humor with a blunt vision of the fragility of
our mortal bonds, Jamie Weisman skillfully constructs a world—and
family—that pulls you in and carries you along with its refreshing, jagged
beauty.

E-book available 9781328793270

JAMIE WEISMAN is the author of the memoir As I Live and Breathe: Notes of a
Patient-Doctor. She runs her own private dermatology practice just outside
Atlanta, where she lives with her husband, two daughters, and Great Pyrenees
puppy.
Author’s residence:
Atlanta, Georgia
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Tim Fernholz

Rocket Billionaires
Elon Musk, Jeﬀ Bezos, and the New Space Race
The inside story of the new race to conquer space, as Elon Musk and Jeﬀ
Bezos spend billions of their own money to explore the ﬁnal frontier

For the larger-than-life personalities now staking their fortunes on the
development of rocket ships, the new race to explore space could be a dead
end—or the key to humanity’s salvation.

9781328662231 • $28.00 / Hardcover
Rocket Billionaires
JUNE • Business/Technology • 288 pages • 8pp b&w
insert • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. A/B/P/M/T: Foundry Literary.

• National author tour, including New York, San
Francisco/Silicon Valley, and Seattle
• National media from New York
• National online advertising

E-book available 9781328663061

Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos take center stage in this fast-paced narrative as
they attempt to disrupt the space economy, feed their own egos, and maybe
even save the world. We also meet a supporting cast of equally fascinating
entrepreneurs, from flashy entrepreneur Richard Branson to Las Vegas
real-estate billionaire Robert Bigelow. All are united in the profound
conviction that commercial space travel will transform our world for the
better.
Tim Fernholz’s fly-on-the-wall reporting captures an industry in the
midst of disruption, as traditional aerospace firms like Boeing and
Lockheed Martin scramble to adapt, lobbyists tussle over public funds
for the rocket business (like NASA), and lawmakers try to prevent this
new space race from sparking global conflict. With privileged access to
top executives at SpaceX, including Musk himself, as well as at Blue
Origin, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Orbital ATK, Virgin Galactic, and
others, Fernholz spins this high-stakes marathon into a riveting tale of
rivalry and survival.
TIM FERNHOLZ is a reporter at Quartz and
the host of the Quartz/Marketplace
economics podcast, Actuality. He has
been reporting on SpaceX since 2011 and
was a Knight Journalism Fellow and a
fellow at the New America Foundation in
Washington, DC.
Author’s residence:
Brooklyn, New York
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Todd McAulty

The Robots of Gotham
A thrilling adventure in a world one step away from total subjugation by
machines

After long years of war, the United States has sued for peace, yielding to a
brutal coalition of nations ruled by fascist machines. One quarter of the
country is under foreign occupation. Manhattan has been annexed by a
weird robot monarchy, and in Tennessee, a permanent peace is being
delicately negotiated between the battered remnants of the U.S.
government and an envoy of implacable machines.

9781328711014 • $26.00 / Hardcover
The Robots of Gotham
JUNE • Science Fiction • 688 pages • 1 b-w
map • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
P/M: Author. A: Recorded Books. B/T/S: HMH.

• Author appearances
• Online advertising
• Library and science ﬁction & fantasy promotion

E-book available 9781328711021

Canadian businessman Barry Simcoe arrives in occupied Chicago days
before his hotel is attacked by a rogue war machine. In the aftermath, he
meets a dedicated Russian medic with the occupying army, and 19 Black
Winter, a badly damaged robot. Together they stumble on a machine
conspiracy to unleash a horriﬁc plague—and learn that the fabled American
resistance is not as extinct as everyone believes. Simcoe races against time
to prevent the extermination of all life on the continent . . . and uncover a
secret that America’s machine conquerors are desperate to keep hidden.

TODD McAULTY earned a Ph.D. using supercomputers to solve problems
involving massive amounts of data. He was a manager at the start-up that created
Internet Explorer, and currently is a director at a machine learning company. This
is his ﬁrst novel.
Author’s residence:
Chicago
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Meghan Flaherty

Tango Lessons
A Memoir
From a dazzling new literary voice, a debut memoir about a young woman
learning to dance tango, becoming comfortable in her own skin and in
the arms of others

Tango was an unlikely choice for Meghan Flaherty. A young woman living
with the scars of past trauma, she was terriﬁed of being touched and shied
away from real passion. But by her late twenties, she knew something had
to change. She dug up an old dream and tried on her dancing shoes.

9780544980709 • $26.00 / Hardcover
Tango Lessons
JUNE • Memoir • 320 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
All rights: ICM.

In tango, there’s a leader and a follower, and, traditionally, the woman
follows. As Meghan moved from beginner classes to the late-night dance
halls of New York’s vibrant tango underground, she discovered that more
than any footwork, the hardest and most essential lesson of the dance was
to follow with strength and agency; to ﬁnd her balance, regardless of the
lead. And as she broke her own rule—never mix romance and tango—she
started to apply those lessons in every corner of her life.
Written in wry, lyrical prose, and beautifully enriched by the vivid history
and culture of the dance, Tango Lessons is a transformative story of
conquering your fears, living your dreams, and enjoying the dizzying
freedom found in the closest embrace.

• Bay Area author appearances
• Book club promotion

E-book available 9780544986633

MEGHAN FLAHERTY has an MFA in nonﬁction
from Columbia University. Her essays and
criticism have appeared in the Rumpus, the New
Inquiry, and the Iowa Review. Tango Lessons is
her ﬁrst book.

Author’s residence:
Palo Alto, California
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J. D. Barker

The Fifth to Die
A 4MK Thriller
In the thrilling sequel to The Fourth Monkey, a new serial killer stalks the
streets of Chicago, while Detective Porter delves deeper into the dark past
of the Four Monkey Killer.

9780544973978 • $26.00 / Hardcover
The Fifth to Die
JULY • Thriller • 496 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. B/T/A/P/M: Kristin Nelson Literary Agency

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Fourth Monkey

Detective Porter and the team have been pulled from the hunt for Anson
Bishop, the Four Monkey Killer, by the feds. When the body of a young girl
is found beneath the frozen waters of Jackson Park Lagoon, she is quickly
identiﬁed as Ella Reynolds, missing three weeks. But how did she get
there? The lagoon froze months earlier. More baﬄing? She’s found
wearing the clothes of another girl, missing less than two days. While the
detectives of Chicago Metro try to make sense of the quickly developing
case, Porter secretly continues his pursuit of 4MK, knowing the best way to
ﬁnd Bishop is to track down his mother. When the captain ﬁnds out about
Porter’s activities, he’s suspended, leaving his partners Clair and Nash to
continue the search for the new killer alone.
Obsessed with catching Bishop, Porter follows a single grainy photograph
from Chicago to the streets of New Orleans and stumbles into a world
darker than he could have possibly imagined, where he quickly realizes that
the only place more frightening than the mind of a serial killer is the mind of
the mother from which he came.

978-1-328-91539-9 $14.99 PA
• National review attention
• National print advertising
• Mystery promotion
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

E-book available 9780544980662

J. D. BARKER is the internationally best-selling
author of The Fourth Monkey, as well as
Forsaken, a ﬁnalist for the Bram Stoker Award.
He has also been asked by the Stoker family to
coauthor the forthcoming prequel to Dracula.

Author’s residence:
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Donald Hall

A Carnival of Losses
Notes Nearing Ninety
New essays from the vantage point of very old age, once again
“alternately lyrical and laugh-out-loud funny,”* from the former poet
laureate of the United States
* New York Times

9781328826343 • $22.00 / Hardcover
A Carnival of Losses
JULY • Nonﬁction • 144 pages • Carton Qty:
24 • Territory: World English •
B: HMH. A/T/P/M/S: Strothman Agency

ALSO AVAILABLE
Selected Poems of Donald Hall
978-1-328-74560-6 $15.99 PA

Donald Hall has lived a remarkable life of letters, one capped most recently
by the New York Times bestseller Essays After Eighty, a “treasure” of a book
in which he “balance[s] frankness about losses with humor and gratitude”
(Washington Post). Now nearing ninety, Hall delivers a new collection of
self-knowing, ﬁerce, and funny essays on aging, the pleasures of
solitude, and the sometimes astonishing freedoms arising from both. He
intersperses memories of exuberant days—as in Paris, 1951, with a French
girl memorably inclined to say, “I couldn’t care less”—with writing, visceral
and hilarious, on what he has called the “unknown, unanticipated galaxy”
of extreme old age.
“Why should a nonagenarian hold anything back?” Hall answers his own
question by revealing several vivid instances of “the worst thing I ever did,"
and through equally uncensored tales of literary friendships spanning
decades, with James Wright, Richard Wilbur, Seamus Heaney, and other
luminaries.
Cementing his place alongside Roger Angell and Joan Didion as a generous
and profound chronicler of loss, Hall returns to the death of his beloved
wife, Jane Kenyon, in an essay as original and searing as anything he's
written in his extraordinary literary lifetime.

Essays After Eighty
978-0-544-57031-3 $15.95 PA

• National media
• National Poetry Month promotion
• Academic promotion
• Signed bookplates for accounts

E-book available 9781328826312

DONALD HALL, who served as poet laureate of
the United States from 2006 to 2007, is a
member of the American Academy of Arts and
Letters and a recipient of the National Medal of
the Arts, awarded by the president. He
resides in New Hampshire.

Author’s residence:
Eagle Pond Farm, New Hampshire
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Andrea Kleine

Eden
A bold, page-turning novel that follows how a childhood abduction sets
two sisters on very diﬀerent courses

Every other weekend, Hope and Eden—backpacks, Walkmans, and
homework in hand—wait for their father to pick them up, as he always
does, at a strip-mall bus stop. It’s the divorce shuﬄe; they’re used to it.
Only this weekend, he’s screwed up, forgotten, and their world will
irrevocably change when a stranger lures them into his truck with a false
story and smile.

9781328884084 • $25.00 / Hardcover
Eden
JULY • 272 pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World
English •
A/B/S: HMH. T/P/M: Dunow, Carlson & Lerner
Literary Agents

• Pre-pub media event
• Author appearances
• Book club promotion
• Mystery and LGBTQ outreach

E-book available 9781328884541

More than twenty years later, Hope is that classic New York failure: a
playwright with only one play produced long ago, newly evicted from an
illegal sublet, working a humiliating temp job. Eden has long distanced
herself from her family, and no one seems to know where she is. When the
man who abducted them is up for parole, the girls might be able to oﬀer
testimony to keep him jailed. Hope sets out to ﬁnd her sister—and to ﬁnd
herself—and it becomes the journey of a lifetime, taking her from hippie
communes to cities across the country. Suspenseful and moving, Eden asks:
how much do our pasts deﬁne us, and what price do we pay if we break
free?
ANDREA KLEINE is the author of the novel Calf,
which was named one of the best books of
2015 by Publishers Weekly. She is a ﬁve-time
MacDowell Colony Fellow and the recipient of a
New York Foundation for the Arts fellowship. A
performance artist, essayist, and novelist, she
lives in New York City.

Author’s residence:
New York City
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John Lingan

Homeplace
A Southern Town, a Country Legend, and the Last Days
of a Mountaintop Honky-Tonk
An intimate account of country music, social change, and a vanishing way
of life as a Shenandoah town collides with the twenty-ﬁrst century

Winchester, Virginia is an emblematic American town. When John Lingan
ﬁrst traveled there, it was to seek out Jim McCoy: local honky-tonk owner
and the DJ who ﬁrst gave airtime to a brassy-voiced singer known as Patsy
Cline, setting her on a course for fame that outlasted her tragically short
life. What Lingan found was a town in the midst of an identity crisis.

9780544932531 • $27.00 / Hardcover
Homeplace
JULY • 288 pages • 8-page color insert • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/P/M: Stuart Krichevsky Lit Agency. A/S: HMH

• Online advertising

As the U.S. economy and American culture have transformed in recent
decades, the ground under centuries-old social codes has shifted, throwing
old folkways into chaos. Homeplace teases apart the tangle of class, race,
and family origin that still deﬁnes the town, and illuminates questions that
now dominate our national conversation—about how we move into the
future without pretending our past doesn't exist, about what we salvage and
what we leave behind. Lingan writes in “penetrating, soulful ways about
the intersection between place and personality, individual and collective,
spirit and song.”*
* Leslie Jamison, author of The Empathy Exams

E-book available 9780544930834
John Lingan has written for The Oxford
American, Atlantic, BuzzFeed, The Baﬄer, Slate,
The New Republic, The Virginia Quarterly Review,
and many other places. He spent four years
reporting and writing Homeplace, his ﬁrst book.

Author’s residence:
Rockville, Maryland
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Melissa Stephenson

Driven
A White-Knuckled Ride to Heartbreak and Back
For fans of Wild, a searing memoir about one woman’s road to hope
following the death of her troubled brother, told through the series of cars
that accompanied her

Growing up in a blue-collar family in the Midwest, Melissa Stephenson
longed for escape. Her wanderlust was an innate reaction to the powerful
personalities around her, and came too from her desire to ﬁnd a place in the
world where her artistic ambitions wouldn’t be thwarted. She found in
automobiles the promise of a future beyond Indiana state lines.

9781328768292 • $23.00 / Hardcover
Driven
JULY • 256 pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory:
US,C,O •
A/S: HMH. B/T/P/M: Amy Williams, The Williams
Company

From a lineage of secondhand family cars of the late ’60s, to the Honda that
carried her from Montana to Texas as her new marriage disintegrated, to
the ’70s Ford she drove away from her brother’s house after he took his life
(leaving Melissa the truck, a dog, and a few mix tapes), to the VW van she
now uses to take her kids camping, she knows these cars better than she
knows some of the people closest to her. Driven away from grief, and
toward hope, Melissa reckons with what it means to lose a beloved sibling.
Driven is a powerful story of healing, for all who have had to look back at
pain to see how they can now move forward.

• National media
• Author appearances
• Online advertising
• Book club promotion
• Online promotion, including Instagram outreach

E-book available 9781328768308

MELISSA STEPHENSON earned her BA in English
from the University of Montana and her MFA in
ﬁction from Texas State University. Her writing
has appeared in publications such as the
Rumpus, the Washington Post, ZYZZYVA, and
Fourth Genre. Driven is her ﬁrst book. She lives
in Missoula, Montana, with her two kids.

Author’s residence:
Missoula, Montana
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David Sheﬀ

The Buddhist on Death Row
Finding Light in the Darkest Place
The true story of the death row inmate who became a world-renowned
Buddhist teacher, and what his journey can teach us about freedom, love,
and forgiveness

Jarvis Jay Masters arrived in San Quentin at age nineteen, convicted of
armed robbery. After ﬁve violent years there, he was charged with
murdering a guard and sentenced to death—a verdict he still contests today.
His journey to enlightenment began in the darkest place: death row.
Sleepless, anxious, and angry, Masters at ﬁrst sneered at the idea of
meditation. But in desperation, he started to practice.
9780544931220 • $27.00 / Hardcover
The Buddhist on Death Row
AUGUST • Biography/Philosophy • 288
pages • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A: HMH. B/T/P/M/S: ICM (Amanda Urban)

ALSO AVAILABLE
Clean
978-0-544-63097-0 $15.95 PA
Beautiful Boy
9780547203881 $15.99 PA
• Author appearances
• National media
• National online advertising
• Online promotion, including Facebook, podcasts,
and author interviews
• Academic and library promotion
• Advance reading copies

E-book available 9780544932081

David Sheﬀ traces that path to enlightenment in a series of revelatory
scenes. We see how Masters found internal calm and comfort, how he came
to treasure the smallest pleasures, how he set aside his anger, and how he
forgave his abusive father.
Masters practices radical paciﬁsm in one of the most violent places
imaginable, quelling conﬂicts among prisoners, even saving lives.
Renowned Buddhist nun Pema Chödrön has come to see him as one of her
most important teachers.
Having faced down extreme versions of trials we all face, Masters gained
hard-won insights that illuminate our own and others’ pain in powerful
new ways. His journey elucidates core principles that can enhance our own
lives, and reveals how to find peace and joy in a world beset with suffering.
DAVID SHEFF is the best-selling author of
several books, including the memoir Beautiful
Boy. His writing has appeared in the New York
Times, Rolling Stone, Wired, and many other
publications. His reporting on addiction placed
him on Time's list of the World's Most Inﬂuential
People.

Author’s residence:
San Francisco Bay Area
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Marc Weitzmann

Hate
The New Brew of an Ancient Poison
From an award-winning journalist, a provocative, deeply reported exposé
of the history and present crisis of anti-Semitism in France—and its dire
consequences for the rest of Europe

9780544649644 • $26.00 / Hardcover
Hate
AUGUST • Nonﬁction • 320 pages • Carton Qty:
12 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M/S: The Wylie Agency

• National media
• National online advertising
• Academic and library promotion

E-book available 9780544791343

Hate explores the alarming history and present predicament of
anti-Semitism in France. By examining the issue at local, international, and
personal levels—interviewing everyday French men and women as well as
powerful leaders such as National Front president Marine Le
Pen—Weitzmann attempts to understand how nine Jews have been
murdered by French citizens in the last eight years, and how France has
become the number one country from which Western jihadists ﬂee to join
ISIS and other extremist Middle Eastern organizations. How do
contemporary French Jews grapple with these troubling facts, and with the
historical legacies of the French Revolution, the Holocaust, and the
Gaullist “Arab-French policy”?
While internationally minded consumers of the news may have some
knowledge of the events Weitzmann describes—including the 2013 “Day of
Anger” and the rise of France’s popular, and famously anti-Semitic,
comedian Dieudonné M’bala M’bala—these controversies are largely
unknown in the States, and utterly shocking in the unity Weitzmann gives
them here. In his hands, these events are not just the story of French
anti-Semitism, but that of the breakdown of a major Western power, of the
dark side of our global age.
MARC WEITZMANN is an award-winning
journalist who has published ten books:
seven novels, two travel accounts, and a book
of essays. He is a regular contributor to Le
Monde’s literary supplement.

Author’s residence:
Paris, France
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Alexander Chee

How to Write an Autobiographical
Novel
Essays
A Mariner Original
From the author of The Queen of the Night, an essay collection exploring
his education as a man, writer, and activist—and how we form our
identities in life and in art.

As a novelist, Alexander Chee has been described as “masterful” by
Roxane Gay, “incomparable” by Junot Díaz, and “incendiary” by the New
York Times. With How to Write an Autobiographical Novel, his ﬁrst
collection of nonﬁction, he’s sure to secure his place as one of the ﬁnest
essayists of his generation as well.
9781328764522 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
How to Write an Autobiographical Novel
APRIL • Essays • 288 pages • Carton Qty:
24 • Territory: US,C,O •
All rights: The Wylie Agency

ALSO AVAILABLE
Edinburgh
978-0-544-91612-8 $14.95 PA
The Queen of the Night
978-0-544-92547-2 $15.95 PA
• National media
• Author appearances
• Print and online advertising
• AWP promotion

E-book available 9781328764416

How to Write an Autobiographical Novel is the author’s manifesto on the
entangling of life, literature, and politics, and how the lessons learned from
a life spent reading and writing ﬁction have changed him. In these essays,
he grows from student to teacher, reader to writer, and reckons with his
identities as a son, a gay man, a Korean American, an artist, an activist, a
lover, and a friend. He examines some of the most formative experiences of
his life and the nation’s history, including his father’s death, the AIDS
crisis, 9/11, the jobs that supported his writing—Tarot-reading,
bookselling, cater-waiting for William F. Buckley—the writing of his ﬁrst
novel, Edinburgh, and the election of Donald Trump.
By turns commanding, heartbreaking, and wry, How to Write an
Autobiographical Novel asks questions about how we create ourselves in
life and in art, and how to fight when our dearest truths are under attack.
and in art, and how to fight when our dearest truths are under attack.
ALEXANDER CHEE is a novelist and essayist and
teaches in the MFA program at Dartmouth
College. His work has appeared in numerous
publications. He is a contributing editor at the
New Republic, an editor at large at the Virginia
Quarterly Review, and a critic at large at the Los
Angeles Times.

Author’s residence:
Vermont and New York City
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Run by Rose Bergen

The Council of Twelve
Oliver Pötzsch
Summary
The seventh installment of Oliver Pötzsch's bestselling
Hangman's Daughter series.

Contributor Bio
OLIVER PÖTZSCH, born in 1970, has worked for years as a
scriptwriter for Bavarian television. He is a descendant of
one of Bavaria's leading dynasties of executioners. Pötzsch
lives in Munich with his family.

Mariner Books (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt)
9781328508317
On Sale Date: 5/29/18
$18.00 | $25.50 Can.
Paperback / softback
496 pages
Carton Quantity: 24
Print Run: 20,000
Fiction / Mystery & Detective
Territory: US,C,O
5.5in W | 8.25in H | 1lb Wt
Status: Forthcoming

1

Carrie Vaughn

The Wild Dead
A Mariner Original
Mysteries and murder abound in the sequel to Carrie Vaughn’s
post-apocalyptic mystery Bannerless.

9780544947313 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Wild Dead
JULY • Science Fiction • 352 pages • Carton Qty:
24 • Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. B/T/A/P/M: Seth Fishman, Gernert Agency

A century after environmental and economic collapse, the people of the
Coast Road have rebuilt their own sort of civilization, striving not to make
the mistakes their ancestors did. They strictly ration and manage resources,
including the ability to have children. Enid of Haven is an investigator, who
with her new partner Teeg is called on to mediate a dispute between
households over an old building in a far-ﬂung settlement at the edge of
Coast Road territory. The investigators’ decision seems
straightforward—and then the body of a young woman turns up in the
nearby marshland. Almost more shocking than that: she’s not from the
Coast Road, but from one of the outsider camps, belonging to the nomads
and wild folk who live outside the Coast Road communities. Now one of
them is dead, and Enid wants to ﬁnd out who killed her, even as Teeg
argues that the murder isn’t their problem.
In a dystopian future of isolated communities, can our moral sense survive
the worst hard times?

ALSO AVAILABLE
Bannerless
978-0- 54494730-6 $14.99 PA
• National media
• Author appearances
• Online advertising
• SF/F and mystery promotion

E-book available 9780544947641

CARRIE VAUGHN is the best-selling author of
the Kitty Norville series, as well as the
superhero novels Dreams of the Golden Age and
After the Golden Age, the young adult novels
Voices of Dragons and Steel, the fantasy novel
Discord’s Apple, and the post-apocalyptic
mystery Bannerless.

Author’s residence:
Boulder, Colorado
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J.R.R. Tolkien, Christopher Tolkien, Alan Lee

Beren and Lúthien
New York Times Bestseller
"A good introduction to LOTR fans nervous about taking on The Silmarillion
Tolkiens’ myth-making process."—EntertainmentWeekly.com
"A beautiful book."—San Antonio Express-News

The tale of Beren and Lúthien was, or became, an essential element in the
evolution of The Silmarillion, the myths and legends of the First Age of the
World conceived by J.R.R. Tolkien. Key to the story, and never changed, is
the fate that shadowed the love of Beren and Lúthien: for Beren was a
mortal man, but Lúthien was an immortal Elf. Her father, a great Elvish
lord imposed on Beren an impossible task that he must perform before he
might wed Lúthien: to rob the greatest of all evil beings, Melkor, of a
Silmaril.
9781328915337 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
Beren and Lúthien
MARCH • Fantasy • 288 pages • 20 b-w images, 8
color plates • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-1-328-79182-5
• Territory: US

Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts and presented for the
ﬁrst time as a continuous and standalone story, the epic tale of Beren and
Lúthien will reunite fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings with
Elves and Men, along with the rich landscape and creatures unique to
Tolkien’s Middle-earth. Here, Christopher Tolkien has told the story in his
father's own words by giving, ﬁrst, its original form, and then passages in
prose and verse from later texts that illustrate the narrative as it changed.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Story of Kullervo
978-0-544-94724-5 • $14.99 PA
The Children of Húrin
978-0-547-08605-7 • $14.95 PA
Beowulf
978-0-544-57030-6 • $15.95 PA

J.R.R. TOLKIEN (1892-1973) is the creator of Middle-earth and the author of such
classic and extraordinary works of ﬁction as The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings, and
The Silmarillion. His books have been translated into more than ﬁfty languages
and have sold many millions of copies worldwide.
CHRISTOPHER TOLKIEN is the third son of J.R.R. Tolkien. Appointed by Tolkien to
be his literary executor, he has devoted himself to the editing and publication of
unpublished writings.

• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

E-book available 9781328784865
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Norman Ohler

Blitzed
Drugs in the Third Reich
New York Times Bestseller
“That rare sort of book whose remarkable insight focuses on a subject
that’s been overlooked, even disregarded by historians.” —The San
Francisco Chronicle
“A fascinating read that provides a new facet to our understanding of the
Third Reich."—Buzzfeed

9781328915344 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
Blitzed
MARCH • History • 304 pages • 46 b-w images
throughout • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-1-328-66379-5
• Territory: US,O (-EU) •
A: Blackstone Audio. B/T/P/M: Penguin Press UK; S:
HMH.

• Paperback review attention
• Online promotion, including newsletter features
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9781328664099

The Nazi regime preached an ideology of physical, mental, and moral
purity. But as Norman Ohler reveals in this gripping new history, the Third
Reich was saturated with drugs. On the eve of World War II, Germany was
a pharmaceutical powerhouse, and companies such as Merck and Bayer
cooked up cocaine, opiates, and, most of all, methamphetamines, to be
consumed by everyone from factory workers to housewives to millions of
German soldiers.
Drugs seeped all the way up to the Nazi high command and, especially, to
Hitler himself. Over the course of the war, Hitler became increasingly
dependent on injections of a cocktail of drugs—including a form of heroin
—administered by his personal doctor. While drugs alone cannot explain
the Nazis’ toxic racial theories or the events of World War II, Ohler’s
investigation makes an overwhelming case that, if drugs are not taken into
account, our understanding of the Third Reich is fundamentally
incomplete.
NORMAN OHLER is an award-winning German
novelist, screenwriter, and journalist. He spent
ﬁve years researching Blitzed in numerous
archives in Germany and the United States, and
spoke to eyewitnesses, military historians, and
doctors.

Author’s residence:
Berlin
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Ethan Michaeli

The Defender
How the Legendary Black Newspaper Changed America
“An extraordinary history . . . Deeply researched, elegantly written . . . a
towering achievement that will not be soon forgotten.”—Brent Staples,
New York Times Book Review
“[This] epic, meticulously detailed account not only reminds its readers
that newspapers matter, but so do black lives, past and present.”—USA
Today

9781328470249 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
The Defender
MARCH • History • 656 pages • 1-b&w
insert • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH HC 2016
Previous ISBN 978-0-547-56069-4
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: Lippincott Massie McQuilkin
S: HMH

• Academic promotion

Giving voice to the voiceless, The Chicago Defender condemned Jim
Crow, catalyzed the Great Migration, and focused the electoral power of
black America. Robert S. Abbott founded The Defender in 1905,
smuggled hundreds of thousands of copies into the most isolated
communities in the segregated South, becoming one of the first black
millionaires in the process. His successor wielded the newspaper’s clout
to elect mayors and presidents, including Harry S. Truman and John F.
Kennedy, who would have lost in 1960 if not for TheDefender’s support.

Drawing on dozens of interviews and extensive archival research, Ethan
Michaeli constructs a revelatory narrative of race in America and brings to
life the reporters who braved lynch mobs and policemen’s clubs to do their
jobs, from the age of Teddy Roosevelt to the age of Barack Obama.
ETHAN MICHAELI is an award-winning author,
publisher, and journalist, and was a copyeditor
and investigative reporter at The Defender from
1991 to 1996. His ﬁrst book, The Defender, was a
ﬁnalist for the Mark Lynton History Prize.

E-book available 9780547560878
Author’s residence:
Chicago
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Simon Fitzmaurice

It's Not Yet Dark
“A ﬁercely eloquent testament to making the most out of every moment
we're given.” —People, Book of the Week
“Beautifully written. Utterly life-aﬃrming.” —Alan Rickman
“A story of courage, of heart, of coming back for more, of love and struggle
and the power of both.” —Joseph O'Connor

In 2008, Simon Fitzmaurice was diagnosed with Lou Gehrig’s disease. He
was given four years to live. In 2010, in a state of lung-function collapse,
Simon knew with crystal clarity that now was not his time to die. Against all
prevailing medical opinion, he chose life. Despite the loss of almost all
motor function, thanks to miraculous technology, he has continued to
work, raise his ﬁve children, and write this astonishing memoir.
9781328508270 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
It's Not Yet Dark
MARCH • Memoir • 184 pages • Carton Qty:
• Territory: US •
A: HMH. B: Hachette UK. P/M/S: Levine Greenberg
Rostan (Lindsay Edgecombe). T (except for
Germany): HMH.

• Reading group promotion

E-book available 9781328918581

Told in simply expressed and beautifully stark prose, It’s Not Yet Dark is a
journey into a life that, though brutally compromised, is lived more fully
than most, revealing the potent power of love, of art, and of the human
spirit. Written using an eye-gaze computer, this is an unforgettable book
about relationships and family, about what connects and separates us as
people, and, ultimately, about what it means to be alive.
SIMON FITZMAURICE is an award-winning
writer and ﬁlm director. His debut memoir, It’s
Not Yet Dark, was a #1 bestseller in Ireland. His
ﬁlms have screened all over the world and won
prizes at home and abroad. His ﬁrst feature ﬁlm
was just released in the UK and the United
States.

Author’s residence:
Greystones, Ireland
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Jami Attenberg

All Grown Up
A National Bestseller
“All Grown Up is a smart, addictive, hilarious and relevant novel.”
—Washington Post

“Powerful . . . All Grown Up is so intimately [and] sharply observed.”—Vogue
“I read it twice, laughing, cringing, and even tearing up.”—Judy Blume,
New York Times

9781328915320 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
All Grown Up
MARCH • Fiction • 224 pages • RGG • Carton Qty:
24 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/P/M/S: Doug Stewart at Sterling Lord Literistic.
A: Recorded Books

• Author appearances
• Online advertising
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features
• Book club promotion

E-book available 9780544824263

Who is Andrea Bern? When her dippy therapist asks the question, Andrea
knows the right things to say: she’s a designer, a friend, a daughter, a sister.
But it’s what she leaves unsaid—she’s alone, a drinker, a former artist, a
shrieker in bed, captain of the sinking ship that is her ﬂesh—that feels the
most true. Everyone around her seems to have an entirely diﬀerent idea of
what it means to be an adult, though.
But when Andrea’s niece ﬁnally arrives, born with a heartbreaking ailment,
the Bern family is forced to reexamine what really matters. Will this drive
them together or tear them apart? Told in gut-wrenchingly honest,
mordantly comic vignettes, All Grown Up is “[an] exquisitely of-themoment novel” (Oprah Magazine) about “what is means to be a woman and
a grown-up in today’s times” (PopSugar).
JAMI ATTENBERG is the New York Times
best-selling author of six novels, including The
Middlesteins and Saint Mazie. She has
contributed essays to the New York Times
Magazine, the Wall Street Journal, the Guardian,
and Lenny Letter, among other publications.
Author’s residence:
Brooklyn, New York, and New Orleans
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Lisa Feldman Barrett

How Emotions Are Made
The Secret Life of the Brain
"Fascinating . . . a thought-provoking journey into emotion science."—
The Wall Street Journal
"The deﬁnitive ﬁeld guide to feelings and the neuroscience behind them.”
—Angela Duckworth, best-selling author of Grit

9781328915436 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
How Emotions Are Made
MARCH • Psychology • 448 pages • 40 b-w photos
and illustrations throughout • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M/S: Brockman Inc. S: HMH

• Tie-in to author’s lecture schedule
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544129962

Lisa Feldman Barrett is at the forefront of a revolution in how we
understand our innermost feelings. Her research overturns accepted beliefs
about emotions’ mechanics, proving that every emotion you feel is
constructed in the moment, through an elaborate interplay of brain, body,
and culture—rather than being an automatic, spontaneous reaction to your
thoughts and experiences. No two instances of anger or happiness look
alike, nor do we experience them passively. Her discoveries are already
reverberating throughout the ﬁelds of psychology, medicine, criminal
justice, parenting, education, meditation, governance, and even airport
security.
In How Emotions Are Made, Barrett oﬀers a lucid, engaging report from the
cutting edge of psychology and neuroscience, revealing the many
real-world consequences of this new science of emotion.
LISA FELDMAN BARRETT, Ph.D., is a University
Distinguished Professor of Psychology at
Northeastern University, with appointments at
Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts
General Hospital in psychiatry and radiology.
She received an NIH Director’s Pioneer Award
for her research on emotion in the brain.

Author’s residence:
Boston, Massachusetts
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Howard Norman

My Darling Detective
“Norman pulls oﬀ what old-school noir pros like Chandler and Goodis did:
mixes romance with blood in the gutter, makes sure the bad guys get
theirs, and ensures the good guys don't come out unscathed. An
unconventional, lively literary mystery.”—Kirkus Reviews

Jacob Rigolet, a soon-to-be former assistant to a wealthy art collector, looks
up from his seat at an auction—his mother, former head librarian at the
Halifax Free Library, is walking almost casually up the aisle. Before a
stunned audience, she ﬂings an open jar of black ink at master
photographer Robert Capa’s Death on a Leipzig Balcony. Jacob’s police
detective ﬁancée, Martha Crauchet, is assigned to the ensuing
interrogation. In My Darling Detective, Howard Norman delivers a fond
nod to classic noir, as Jacob’s understanding of the man he has always
assumed to be his father unravels against the darker truth of Robert Emil, a
Halifax police oﬃcer suspected but never convicted of murdering two
Jewish residents during the shocking upswing of anti-Semitism in
1945. The denouement, involving a dire shootout and an emergency
delivery is Howard Norman at his uncannily moving best.

9781328916273 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
My Darling Detective
MARCH • Fiction • 256 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-23610-3
• Territory: US,O (-EU) •
B/T/A/P/M/S: Melanie Jackson Agency

ALSO AVAILABLE

HOWARD NORMAN is a winner of the
Lannan Award for ﬁction and a
two-time National Book Award nominee. He is
also author of the novels The Museum Guard,
The Haunting of L, The Bird Artist, What Is Left the
Daughter, and Next Life Might Be Kinder.

Next Life Might be Kinder
978-0-544-48406-1 $14.95 PA

Author’s residence:
East Calais, Vermont, and Washington, D.C.

I Hate to Leave This Beautiful Place
978-0-544-31716-1 $15.95 PA
What Is Left the Daughter
978-0-547-48709-0 $13.95 PA
• Book club promotion
• Online promotion, including newsletter features

E-book available 9780544237087
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David Ortiz with Michael Holley

Papi
My Story
New York Times Bestseller
“[A] freewheeling, insider memoir . . . Now [Ortiz’s] many fans have a book
in which the hitter looks back at his extraordinary run and what made it
go.”—Boston Globe

9781328915849 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
Papi
APRIL • Sports • 288 pages • 2 8-pp b-w
sections • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-81461-5
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: Alex Radetsky/Radegan. S: HMH

David “Big Papi” Ortiz is a baseball icon and one of the most popular
ﬁgures ever to play the game. As a key part of the Boston Red Sox for ﬁfteen
years, David helped the team win three World Series, bringing back a
storied franchise from “never wins” to “always wins.” He helped them
upend the doubters, the naysayers, the nonbelievers and, as he launched
balls into the stands again, and again, and again, he captured the
imagination of millions of fans along the way. Ortiz made Boston and the
Red Sox his home, his place of work, and his legacy. As he put it: This is
our f *&#ing city.
In Papi, his ultimate memoir, Ortiz opens up as never before. The result is
a revelatory, ﬂy-on-the wall story of a career, by a player with a lot to say at
the end of his time in the game, a game to which he gave so much and
which gave so much to him.

• Online promotion, including social media and
newsletter features

DAVID ORTIZ is a nine-time major league
All-Star and a three-time World Series
champion, and was named American League
MVP in 2004 and World Series MVP in 2013.

E-book available 9780544814547

MICHAEL HOLLEY is the best-selling author of
Patriot Reign and Red Sox Rule.
Author’s residence:
Boston
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Olivia Sudjic

Sympathy
“The ﬁrst great Instagram novel.”—New Republic
“An uncomfortably contemporary tale of unrequited love in the internet
age.”—New York Times Book Review
“If last summer’s must-read debut was Emma Cline’s The Girls, this year it’s
undoubtedly Olivia Sudjic’s remarkable Sympathy.”—Vogue (UK)

9781328916204 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
Sympathy
APRIL • Fiction • 432 pages • + Q&A with the
author • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-83659-4
• Territory: US,C,O •
A: Recorded Books. B/T/S/P/M: Rogers, Coleridge &
White, London.

• Paperback review attention
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

At twenty-three, loner Alice Hare arrives in New York with only the vaguest
of plans: to ﬁnd a city to call home. Instead she discovers the online proﬁle
of a Japanese writer called Mizuko Himura, whose stories blur the line
between autobiography and ﬁction. Alice becomes infatuated with Mizuko
from afar, convinced this stranger’s life holds a mirror to her own. Realities
multiply as Alice closes in on her “internet twin,” staging a chance
encounter and inserting herself into Mizuko’s orbit. When Mizuko
disappears, Alice is alone and adrift again. Tortured by her silence, Alice
uses the only tool at her disposal, writing herself back into Mizuko’s story
with disastrous consequences.

OLIVIA SUDJIC was born in London in 1988. She
studied English at Cambridge University where
she was awarded the E. G. Harwood Prize and
was named a Bateman Scholar. She has written
for publications including Elle, Sunday
Times’Style, and the Observer, among others.
Author’s residence:
London

E-book available 9780544836624
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Stephan Talty

The Black Hand
The Epic War Between a Brilliant Detective and the
Deadliest Secret Society in American History
“Gripping . . . A valuable recounting of a lurid and little-known episode in
American history.”—Washington Post
“Talty succeeds in vividly portraying Italian-American mores at the dawn
of the 20th century, and his well-researched account is replete with
anecdotes of mayhem, terror and heroism.”—USA Today

9781328911193 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
The Black Hand
APRIL • History • 328 pages • 8 pp of b-w
images • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-63338-4
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/S/P/M: Waxman Leavell Literary Agency.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Agent Garbo
978-0-544-03501-0 $15.95 PA
• Online advertising
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544635357

Beginning in the summer of 1903, an insidious crime wave stirred New
York City, and then the entire country, into panic. The children of Italian
immigrants were kidnapped and dozens of innocent victims gunned down.
Bombs tore apart tenement buildings. The perpetrators seemed both
omnipresent and invisible. Their only calling card: the symbol of a black
hand.
Standing between the American public and the Black Hand’s lawlessness
was Joseph Petrosino. Dubbed “the Italian Sherlock Holmes,” he was a
famously dogged and ingenious detective and master of disguise. As the
crimes grew ever more bizarre and the Black Hand’s activities spread far
beyond New York’s borders, Petrosino and the all-Italian police squad he
assembled raced to capture members of the secret criminal society before
the country’s anti-immigrant tremors exploded into catastrophe.
STEPHAN TALTY is the New York Times
best-selling author of six acclaimed nonﬁction
books and two crime novels. He has written for
the New York Times Magazine, GQ, and many
other publications. His e-book The Secret Agent
was a #1 Amazon Kindle bestseller in
nonﬁction.
Author’s residence:
Long Island, New York
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Scott Hartley

The Fuzzy and the Techie
Why the Liberal Arts Will Rule the Digital World
“Scott Hartley artfully explains why it is time for us to get over the false
division between the human and the technical in business.”—Tim Brown,
CEO of IDEO and best-selling author of Change byDesign

Scott Hartley ﬁrst heard the terms fuzzy and techie while studying political
science at Stanford University. If you majored in the humanities or social
sciences, you were a fuzzy. If you majored in the computer or hard sciences,
you were a techie.

9781328915405 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
The Fuzzy and the Techie
APRIL • Business • 304 pages • 2 graphs • Carton
Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
• Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. A/B/T/P/M: Trident (Melissa Flashman)

• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544944374

In this brilliantly contrarian book————already cited by Anne-Marie
Slaughter and Fareed Zakaria in commencement speeches—
—Hartley reveals
the counterintuitive reality of business today: it’s primarily the fuzzies—
—not
the techies—
—who are developing the most dynamic new businesses.
Hartley reveals breakthrough fuzzy-techie collaborations in these exciting
startups and explores how these partnerships are at the center of innovation
in business, education, and government.
For anyone doubting whether a liberal arts education is practical in a
world increasingly dominated by technology, Hartley’s work will come as a
reassuring revelation.
SCOTT HARTLEY is a venture capitalist and
global startup advisor. He has worked at
Google, Facebook, and Harvard’s Berkman
Center for Internet & Society. He writes for Inc.,
and has contributed to Boston Review, Foreign
Policy, and others. He lives in Brooklyn, New
York.

Author’s residence:
Brooklyn, New York
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Stacia Pelletier

The Half Wives
“Pelletier’s writing is moving and enthralling and conveys the conﬂict at
the heart of the book . . . [she] keeps readers hooked right up to the
book’s satisfying conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly
“A poignant, sometimes heart-rending, beautifully crafted, always
gripping tale of loss and love, and the human need to try to set things
right.”—Kevin Baker, author of The Big Crowd

Former Lutheran minister Henry Plageman is a master secret-keeper and a
man wracked by grief. He and his wife, Marilyn, tragically lost their young
son, Jack, many years ago. But he now has another child—
—a daughter,
eight-year-old Blue—
—with Lucy, the woman he fell in love with after his
marriage collapsed.

9781328915412 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Half Wives
APRIL • Fiction • 352 pages • + RGG and
Q&A • Carton Qty: 24 •
978-0-547-49116-5
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M/S: Dunlow, Carlson and Lerner
A/S: HMH

ALSO AVAILABLE
Accidents of Providence
978-0-547-84011-6 $13.95 PA
• Book club promotion

E-book available 9780547519463

The Half Wives follows these interconnected characters on May 22, 1897,
the anniversary of Jack’s birth. Marilyn distracts herself with charity work
at an orphanage. Henry needs to wrangle his way out of the police station,
where he has spent the night for disorderly conduct. Lucy must rescue and
rein in the intrepid Blue, who has fallen in a saltwater well. But before long,
these four will be drawn on this day to the same destination: to the city
cemetery on the outskirts of San Francisco, to the grave that means so
much to all of them. The collision of lives and secrets that follows will leave
no one unaltered.

STACIA PELLETIER is the author of Accidents of
Providence, which was short-listed for the
Townsend Prize for Fiction. She earned
graduate degrees in religion and historical
theology from Emory University in Atlanta.

Author’s residence:
Decatur, Georgia
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Sara Baume

A Line Made by Walking
“Baume leaves nothing unturned in this dark and sometimes funny
excavation of the human heart.”—Minneapolis Star-Tribune
"[She] is a writer of outstanding grace and style. She writes beyond the
time we live in."—Colum McCann

Struggling to cope with urban life—and life in general—Frankie, a twentysomething artist, retreats to her family’s rural house on “turbine hill,”
vacant since her grandmother’s death three years earlier. It is in this space,
surrounded by countryside and wild creatures, that she can ﬁnally grapple
with the chain of events that led her here—her shaky mental health, her
diﬃcult time in art school—and maybe, just maybe, regain her footing in art
and life.
9781328915818 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
A Line Made by Walking
APRIL • Fiction • 336 pages • + RGG and
Q&A • Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: US,C,O (-EU) •
A: Audible.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Spill Simmer Falter Wither
978-0-544-95461-8 $14.99 PA
• Book club promotion

E-book available 9780544716971

As Frankie picks up photography once more, closely examining the natural
world around her, she reconsiders seminal works of art and their relevance.
With “prose that makes sure we look and listen,”* Sara Baume has written
an elegant novel that is as much an exploration of wildness, the art world,
mental illness, and community as it is a profoundly beautiful and powerful
meditation on life.
*The Atlantic

SARA BAUME studied ﬁne art before earning a
master’s in creative writing. She was short-listed
for the Costa First Novel Award for Spill Simmer
Falter Wither and was also the recipient of the
Davy Byrnes Short Story Award and the
Hennessy New Irish Writing Award.

Author’s residence:
Cork, Ireland
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Michael Callahan

The Night She Won Miss America
“Inspired by a true story, this delightful novel is like an old black-and-white
movie translated to the page, perfectly capturing the era as it serves up
breathless romance and a heart-pounding plot.”—People, Pick of the Week
“A delightfully dramatic and fast-paced summer read, with just the right
amount of darkness to balance out the ﬂuﬀ.”—BookPage

Betty Jane Welch reluctantly enters the Miss Delaware contest to make her
mother happy, only to surprisingly ﬁnd herself the judges’ choice. Just like
that, she’s catapulted into the big time: the Miss America Pageant in
Atlantic City.
9781328915832 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Night She Won Miss America
APRIL • Fiction • 344 pages • RGG and Q&A • Carton
Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-80997-0
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: Dystel & Goderich. S: HMH

ALSO AVAILABLE
Searching for Grace Kelly
978-0-544-31354-5 $15.95 PA
• Book club promotion
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

Luckily, her pageant-approved escort for the week is the dashing but
mercurial Griﬃn McAllister, and she falls for him hard. But when the
spirited Betty unexpectedly wins the crown and sash, she ﬁnds she may
lose what she wants most: Griﬀ ’s love. To stay together, she impulsively
agrees to run away with him. From the ﬂashy carnival of the Boardwalk to
the shadowy streets of Manhattan to a cliﬀside mansion in gilded Newport,
the chase is on as the cops, a cunning socialite, and a scrappy young
reporter secretly in love with the beauty queen threaten to unravel
everything—and expose Griﬀ ’s darkest secret.
MICHAEL CALLAHAN is a contributing editor at Vanity Fair. A former deputy
editor at Town & Country and Marie Claire, he has written for more than two
dozen national and international publications, including Elle, the Hollywood
Reporter, and the New York Times.
Author’s residence:
Philadelphia

E-book available 9780544810013
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Gabourey Sidibe

This Is Just My Face
Try Not to Stare
“Sharp, witty, and wonderfully substantive.” —Entertainment Weekly

“Brave, insightful, laugh-out-loud funny . . . You’ll be cheering for her all
the way.” —People, Book of the Week
“This memoir [is] a book you will want to give your daughter.” —New York
Times

9781328915801 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
This Is Just My Face
MAY • Nonﬁction • 256 pages • 5 b-w photos
throughout • Carton Qty: 24 • HMH hardcover, 2016,
previous ISBN
978-0-544-78676-9
• Territory: US •
A: Audible

• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features
• Social media promotion to Gabby's 1.5+ million
fans

E-book available 9780544786905

In This Is Just My Face, Gabourey Sidibe—the “gives-zero-eﬀs queen of
Hollywood AND perceptive best friend in your head” (Lena Dunham)
—paints her unconventional rise to fame with full-throttle honesty.
Sidibe tells engrossing, inspiring stories about her Bed-Stuy/Harlem
/Senegalese family life with a polygamous father and a gifted mother who
supports her two children by singing in the subway, her ﬁrst job as a phone
sex “talker,” and her Oscar-nominated role in Lee Daniels’s Precious.
Sidibe’s memoir hits hard with self-knowing dispatches on friendship,
celebrity, weight, haters, fashion, race, and depression (“Sidibe's heartfelt
exploration of insecurity . . . makes us love her.”—O Magazine).
Irreverent, hilarious, and untraditional, This Is Just My Face will resonate
with anyone who has ever felt different, and with anyone who has ever felt
inspired to make a dream come true.

GABOUREY SIDIBE is an award-winning actress who is best known for the title role
of Precious. She has since starred in American Horror Story: Coven, Diﬃcult People,
and as Becky on Fox’s smash-hit sensation Empire, and recently made her
directorial debut with the short ﬁlm The Tale of Four. She was born in Brooklyn
and raised in Harlem, New York.
Author’s residence:
New York, New York
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Paul Theroux

Mother Land
“Theroux possesses a fabulously nasty sense of humor.”—Stephen King
“Theroux’s prose is suitably silky in its insinuations and vicious in its ability
to claw.”—Boston Globe

To those in her Cape Cod town, Mother is an exemplar of piety, frugality,
and hard work. To her husband and seven children, she is a selﬁsh, petty
tyrant. She excels at playing her oﬀspring against each other. Her favorite,
Angela, died in childbirth; only Angela really understands her, she tells the
others. The others include the oﬃcious lawyer, Fred; the uproarious
professor, Floyd; a pair of inseparable sisters whose devotion to Mother has
consumed their lives; and JP, the narrator, a successful writer whose work
she disparages. As she lives well past the age of 100, her brood struggles
with and among themselves to shed her viselike hold on them.
9781328915825 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
Mother Land
MAY • Fiction • 528 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-618-83932-2
• Territory: US,O •
B/T/A/S/P/M: The Wylie Agency.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Deep South
978-0-544-70517-3 $15.95 PA

Mother Land is a piercing portrait of how a parent’s narcissism impacts a
family. While the particulars of his tale are unique, Theroux encapsulates
with acute clarity and wisdom a circumstance that is familiar to millions of
readers.
PAUL THEROUX is the author of many highly
acclaimed books. His novels include The Lower
River and The Mosquito Coast, and his renowned
travel books include Ghost Train to the Eastern
Star, Dark Star Safari, and Deep South.
Author’s residence:
Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and Hawaii

The Lower River
978-0-544-00225-8 $14.95 PA
Mr. Bones
978-0-544-48395-8 $14.95 PA
• Paperback review attention
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

E-book available 9781328664105
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Amy Stewart

Miss Kopp's Midnight Confessions
"Perfect for book groups."—Booklist
"Lively and admirable female characters emboldened by their
circumstances, impeccably realized and given new life by
Stewart." —Kirkus

Deputy sheriﬀ Constance Kopp is outraged to see young women brought
into the Hackensack jail over dubious charges of waywardness,
incorrigibility, and moral depravity. The strong-willed, patriotic Edna
Heustis, who left home to work in a munitions factory, certainly doesn’t
belong behind bars. And sixteen-year-old runaway Minnie Davis, with few
prospects and fewer friends, shouldn’t be publicly shamed and packed oﬀ
to a state-run reformatory. But such were the laws—and morals—of 1916.
Constance uses her authority as deputy sheriﬀ, and occasionally exceeds it,
to investigate and defend these women when no one else will. But it's her
sister Fleurette who puts Constance's beliefs to the test and forces her to
reckon with her own ideas of how a young woman should and shouldn't
behave.

9781328497611 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
Miss Kopp's Midnight Confessions
MAY • Fiction • 384 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017; previous ISBN
978-0-544-40999-6
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: Tessler Literary Agency
S: HMH

Against the backdrop of World War I, and drawn once again from the true
story of the Kopp sisters, Miss Kopp’s Midnight Confessions is a spirited,
page-turning story that will delight fans of historical ﬁction and
lighthearted detective ﬁction alike.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Girl Waits with Gun
978-0-544-80083-0 $14.95 PA
Lady Cop Makes Trouble
978-0-544-40994-1 $26.00 HC
•
• Book
club promotion
• E-newsletter campaign
• Online promotion, including Facebook advertising

AMY STEWART is the award-winning author of
eight books, including the ﬁrst two Kopp Sisters
novels, Girl Waits with Gun and Lady Cop Makes
Trouble, and the bestsellers The Drunken
Botanist and Wicked Plants. She and her
husband live in California, where they own a
bookstore called Eureka Books.
Author’s residence:
Eureka, California

E-book available 9780544409637
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Alex Tizon

Big Little Man
In Search of My Asian Self
A “searingly honest self-exploration”* of the experience and psyche of the
Asian American male, including Tizon's stunning ﬁnal article, "My Family's
Slave"
*New York Times

MAY • Nonﬁction • 288 pages • Carton Qty: 12 •
HMH hardcover 2014,
previous ISBN 978-0-547-45048-3
• Territory: US,C,O

Shame, Alex Tizon tells us, is universal—his own happened to be about
race. To counteract the steady diet of American television and movies that
taught Tizon to be ashamed of his face, his skin color, his height, he turned
outward. (“I had to educate myself on my own worth. It was a sloppy,
piecemeal education, but I had to do it because no one else was going to do
it for me.”) Tizon illuminates historical ﬁgures who had and still have no
place in American history books or classrooms; he delivers the unheard
stories of young Asian men today; and he tracks the rise of powerful,
dynamic Asian-American men like Yahoo! cofounder Jerry Yang, actor Ken
Watanabe, and NBA star Jeremy Lin. As funny as it is ﬁerce, Big Little
Man interweaves memoir and social criticism in a deeply original, taboobending investigation of Asian-American masculinity, with “its multitude of
inheritances and prospects” (Minneapolis Star Tribune).

• Online promotion, including newsletter features

Included in this new edition of Big Little Man is Alex Tizon’s “My Family’s
Slave.” Published posthumously in the Atlantic only weeks after Tizon’s
death in 2017, the piece is a provocative, haunting, and ultimately
redemptive coda.

9781328460141 • $15.95 / Trade Paperback
Big Little Man

E-book available 9780544232853

ALEX TIZON was a Pulitzer Prize–winning
journalist, the Seattle bureau chief of the Los
Angeles Times, a staﬀ writer for the Seattle
Times, and a regular contributor to the
Atlantic. He taught at the University of Oregon.

Author’s residence:
Eugene, Oregon
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Elly Griﬃths

The Chalk Pit
“Complex and character-driven…An excellent mystery whose very last
sentence will leave you yearning for the next installment.”—Kirkus
Reviews, starred review
“Ruth Galloway is a captivating amateur sleuth—an inspired creation.”
—Louise Penny

Norwich is riddled with old chalk-mining tunnels, but no one’s sure how
many. When Ruth Galloway is called in to investigate a set of human
remains found in one of them, she notices the bones are almost translucent,
a sign they were boiled soon after death. Once more, she ﬁnds herself at the
helm of a murder investigation.

9781328915351 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Chalk Pit
MAY • Mystery • 368 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover published 2017, previous ISBN
978-0-544-75031-9
• Territory: US,C,O

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Woman in Blue
978-0-544-94711-5 $14.99 PA
The Zig Zag Girl
978-0-544-81187-4 $14.95 PA
The Ghost Fields
978-0-544-57786-2 $14.95 PA

Meanwhile, DCI Nelson is hunting for a missing homeless woman who he
hears has gone “underground.” Could she have disappeared into the
labyrinth? And if so, is she connected to the body Ruth found? As Ruth
and Nelson investigate the tunnels, they hear rumors of secret societies,
cannibalism, and ritual killings. When a dead body is found with a map that
appears to depict the Underground, they realize their quest to ﬁnd the
killer has only just begun—and that there may be more bodies underfoot.

ELLY GRIFFITHS is the author of the Ruth
Galloway and Magic Men mystery series. She is
the recipient of the Mary Higgins Clark Award
and the CWA Dagger in the Library Award.

Author’s residence:
Brighton, England

• Mystery and library promotion

E-book available 9780544750524
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Stephen W. Sears

Lincoln's Lieutenants
The High Command of the Army of the Potomac
“A masterful synthesis . . . a narrative about amazing courage and
astonishing gutlessness . . . It explains why Union movements worked
and, more often, didn't work in clear-eyed explanatory prose that's vivid
and direct.”—Chicago Tribune
“A monumental group biography…reminds us that the outcome of the
war was not a foregone conclusion.”—The Wall Street Journal

9781328915795 • $18.99 / Trade Paperback
Lincoln's Lieutenants
MAY • History • 896 pages • 156 b-w images and 13
maps throughout • Carton Qty: 12 •
HMH HC 2017
Previous ISBN 978-0-618-42825-0
• Territory: World •
A: Recorded Books. B/T/P/M/S: HMH

The high command of the Army of the Potomac was a changeable, often
dysfunctional band of brothers, going through the ﬁres of war under seven
commanding generals in three years, until Grant came east in 1864. The
men in charge all too frequently appeared to be ﬁghting against the
administration in Washington instead of for it, increasingly cast as political
pawns facing down a vindictive congressional Committee on the Conduct
of the War.
President Lincoln oversaw, argued with, and ﬁnally tamed his unruly team
of lieutenants as the eastern army was stabilized by an unsung supporting
cast of corps, division, and brigade generals. With characteristic style and
insight, Stephen Sears brings these courageous, determined oﬃcers, who
rose through the ranks and led from the front, to life and legend.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Gettysburg
978-0-618-48538-3 $17.99 PA
Landscape Turned Red
978-0-618-34419-2 $17.99 PA
Chancellorsville
978-0-395-87744-9 $18.95 PA
• Academic promotion

STEPHEN W. SEARS is the author of many
award-winning books on the Civil War,
including Gettysburg, Landscape Turned Red,
and Chancellorsville, all winners of the Fletcher
Pratt Award.

Author’s residence:
Connecticut

E-book available 9780544826250
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J. D. Barker

The Fourth Monkey
A 4MK Thriller
“In the tradition of Se7en and The Usual Suspects,The Fourth Monkey
combines breakneck speed with a baﬄing puzzle. It has pace to die
for.”—David Morrell, New York Times best-selling author of Murder as a Fine
Art
“A chillingly delicious page-turner.”—Kelley Armstrong, New York Times
best-selling author of Betrayals

For over ﬁve years, the Four Monkey Killer has terrorized the residents of
Chicago. A bus-pedestrian accident brings an unexpected break in the
case, as the dead man was on his way to deliver a gift-wrapped message in a
signature white box. What’s inside is proof that the elusive serial killer has
taken one last victim before his untimely demise.
9781328915399 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Fourth Monkey
MAY • Thriller • 416 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-96884-4
• Territory: US,C,O •
S: HMH. B/T/A/P/M: Kristin Nelson Literary Agency

• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features
• Mystery promotion

E-book available 9780544969940

As the lead investigator on the 4MK task force, Detective Sam Porter knows
even in death, the killer is far from ﬁnished. When he discovers a personal
diary in the jacket pocket of the body, Porter ﬁnds himself caught up in the
mind of a psychopath, unraveling a twisted history in hopes of ﬁnding one
last girl, all while struggling with personal demons of his own.
With only a handful of clues, the killer’s identity remains a mystery. Time is
running out and the Four Monkey Killer taunts from beyond the grave in
this masterfully written fast-paced thriller.

J. D. BARKER is the internationally best-selling
author of Forsaken, a ﬁnalist for the Bram Stoker
Award for Superior Achievement in a First
Novel. He has also been asked by the Stoker
family to coauthor the forthcoming prequel to
Dracula.

Author’s residence:
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Rachel Kadish

The Weight of Ink
"A gifted writer, astonishingly adept at nuance, narration, and the politics
of passion."—Toni Morrison
"Astonishing . . . The riveting narrative and well-honed characters will earn
a place in readers' hearts."—Library Journal, starred review
"Like A.S. Byatt’s Possession . . . deeply moving."—New Republic

Set in London of the 1660s and of the early twenty-ﬁrst century, The
Weight of Ink is the interwoven tale of two women of remarkable intellect:
Ester Velasquez, an emigrant from Amsterdam who is permitted to scribe
for a blind rabbi, just before the plague hits the city; and Helen Watt, an
ailing historian with a love of Jewish history.
9781328915788 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Weight of Ink
JUNE • Fiction • 592 pages • + RGG and
Q&A • Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: World English •
B: HMH. A: Recorded Books. T/S/P/M: Gernert
Agency

When Helen is summoned by a former student to view a cache of newly
discovered seventeenth-century Jewish documents, she enlists the help of
Aaron Levy, an American graduate student as impatient as he is charming,
and embarks on one last project: to determine the identity of the
documents' scribe, the elusive "Aleph."
Electrifying and ambitious, The Weight of Ink is about women separated by
centuries—and the choices and sacriﬁces they must make in order to
reconcile the life of the heart and mind.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Tolstoy Lied
978-0-618-91983-3 $18.95 PA

RACHEL KADISH is the award-winning author of
the novels From a Sealed Room and Tolstoy Lied:
A Love Story, and the novella I Was Here. Her
work has appeared on NPR and in the New York
Times, Ploughshares, and Tin House.

From a Sealed Room
978-0-618-56241-1 $19.95 PA
• Book club promotion
• Jewish interest outreach
• Online promotion, including newsletter features

Author’s residence:
Newtonville, Massachusetts

E-book available 9780544866676
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Hala Alyan

Salt Houses
“Moving and beautifully written.”—Entertainment Weekly
“Spring’s most powerful novel . . . mystical, compelling . . .
sweeping.”—Town & Country
“[Alyan is] a master of both the family drama genre as well as the depths
and complexities of the Palestinian displacement.”—Los Angeles Review of
Books

On the eve of her daughter Alia’s wedding, Salma reads the girl’s future in a
cup of coﬀee dregs. She sees an unsettled life for Alia and her children; she
also sees travel and luck. While she chooses to keep her predictions to
herself that day, they will all soon come to pass when the family is uprooted
in the wake of the Six-Day War of 1967.
9781328915856 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
Salt Houses
JUNE • Fiction • 336 pages • 1 family tree, + RGG &
Q&A • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-91258-8
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: Michelle Tessler Lit Agency. S; HMH

Salma is forced to leave her home in Nablus; Alia’s brother gets pulled into
a politically militarized world he can’t escape; and Alia and her gentlespirited husband move to Kuwait City, where they reluctantly build a life
with their three children. When Saddam Hussein invades Kuwait in 1990,
Alia and her family once again lose their home and their land, scattering
to Beirut, Paris, Boston, and beyond. Soon Alia’s children begin families of
their own, once again navigating the burdens (and blessings) of assimilation
in foreign cities.

• Author appearances
• Book club promotion
• Online promotion, including Facebook
• Academic promotion

Lyrical and heartbreaking, Salt Houses is a remarkable debut novel that
challenges and humanizes an age-old conﬂict we might think we
understand—one that asks us to confront that most devastating of all truths:
you can’t go home again.

E-book available 9780544912380

HALA ALYAN was born in 1986. After living in
various parts of the Middle East, she completed
a doctorate in psychology and is now in
practice at New York University. She has been
published in Guernica and other
literary journals, and is the award-winning
author of three poetry collections.
Author’s residence:
New York City
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Sarah Healy

The Sisters Chase
“Captivating . . . Healy delivers a heartbreaking story of love, loyalty, and
secrets that can never truly be outrun.”—Publishers Weekly
“An exciting read!”—Diane Chamberlain, author of Pretending to Dance
and The Silent Sister
“Exquisitely written and full of surprises.”—Jennifer McMahon, author of
The Night Sister

The hardscrabble Chase women—Mary, Hannah, and their mother,
Diane—have been eking out a living running a tiny seaside motel that has
been in the family for generations, inviting trouble into their lives for just as
long. Eighteen-year-old Mary Chase is a force of nature: passionate,
beautiful, and free-spirited. Her much younger sister, Hannah, whom Mary
aﬀectionately calls Bunny, is imaginative, her head full of the stories Mary
tells to give her a safe emotional place in the middle of their troubled world.

9781328915863 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Sisters Chase
JUNE • Fiction • 304 pages • RGG • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-96007-7
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/S/P/M: Levine Greenberg Literary Agency.

• Reading group promotion

E-book available 9780544960121

When Diane dies in a car accident, Mary discovers that the motel is worth
less than the back taxes they owe. With few options, Mary’s ﬁnely tuned
instincts for survival kick in. As the sisters begin a cross-country journey in
search of a better life, she will stop at nothing to protect Hannah. But Mary
wants to protect herself, too, for the secrets she promised she would never
tell—but now may be forced to reveal—hold the weight of unbearable loss.
Vivid and suspenseful, The Sisters Chase is a whirlwind page-turner about
the extreme lengths one family will go to ﬁnd—and hold on to—love.
SARAH HEALY is the author of Can I Get an
Amen? and House of Wonder. She lives in
Vermont with her husband and three sons.
Author’s residence:
Williston, Vemont
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Christopher Knowlton

Cattle Kingdom
The Hidden History of the Cowboy West
“The best all-around study of the American Cowboy ever written. A
must-read!”—Douglas Brinkley, author of The Wilderness Warrior:
Theodore Roosevelt and the Crusade for America

The open-range cattle era lasted barely a quarter century, but it left America
irrevocably changed. These few decades saw the greatest boom-and-bust
cycle until the Depression, the invention of the assembly line, the dawn of
the conservation movement, and the birth of American legends, like the
cowboy. Yet this extraordinary time has remained unexamined for decades.

9781328470256 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
Cattle Kingdom
JUNE • American History • 424 pages • 16pp b&w
insert • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
• Territory: World •
B/T/A/S: HMH P/M: Jennifer Lyons Literary Agency

• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising and newsletter features

E-book available 9780544369979

Cattle Kingdom reveals how the West rose and fell, and how its legacy
deﬁnes us today. The tale takes us from dust-choked cattle drives to the
unlikely splendors of boomtowns like Abilene, Kansas, and Cheyenne,
Wyoming. We meet a diverse cast, from cowboy Teddy Blue to failed
rancher and future president Teddy Roosevelt. Christopher Knowlton
shows us how they and others like them could achieve so many outsized
feats: killing millions of bison, building the ﬁrst opera house on the open
range, driving cattle by the thousands, and much more. Cattle Kingdom is a
revelatory new view of the Old West.

CHRISTOPHER KNOWLTON is a former staﬀ
writer and London bureau chief for Fortune. He
spent ﬁfteen years on Wall Street, most of them
as president of Knowlton Brothers, Inc., an
investment management ﬁrm. He is a trustee of
the Teton Raptor Center and the Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History.
Author’s residence:
Jackson, Wyoming
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Benjamin Percy

The Dark Net
“[An] imaginative, spooky, swiftly paced tale threaded through with dark
humor.”—Dean Koontz
“Percy’s blend of cyberpunk-style SF and occult horror is a perfect combo
for summer chills.”—Library Journal

The Dark Net is real. An anonymous and often criminal arena that exists in
the secret far reaches of the Web, some use it to manage Bitcoins, pirate
movies and music, or traﬃc in drugs and stolen goods. And now, an ancient
darkness is gathering there as well. This force is threatening to spread
virally into the real world unless it can be stopped by members of a ragtag
crew, including a twelve-year-old who has been ﬁtted with a high-tech
visual prosthetic to combat her blindness; a technophobic journalist; a
one-time child evangelist with an arsenal in his basement; and a hacker who
believes himself a soldier of the Internet.
9781328915375 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Dark Net
JUNE • Fiction • 272 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-75033-3
• Territory: US,C,O •
B: Hodder UK; A: Recorded. T/S/P/M: Curtis Brown

• Advertising
• Mystery promotion

E-book available 9780544750579

Set in present-day Portland, The Dark Net is a cracked-mirror version of
the digital nightmare we already live in, a timely and wildly imaginative
techno-thriller about the evil that lurks in real and virtual spaces, and the
power of a united few to ﬁght back.

BENJAMIN PERCY is the multiple award-winning
author of the novels The Dead Lands, Red Moon,
and The Wilding, two story collections, and an
essay collection. He also writes the Green
Arrow and Teen Titans series for DC Comics.

Author’s residence:
Minnesota
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Ian Stansel

The Last Cowboys of San
Geronimo
“One of the most compelling novels I’ve read in a long time.” —Eowyn Ivey
“A novel that shares the trail with the likes of Edward Abbey, Cormac
McCarthy, and Larry McMurtry.” —Craig Johnson

“Captivating . . . elegantly spare in language but big in purpose.” —
Library Journal, starred

9781328918291 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
The Last Cowboys of San Geronimo
JULY • Fiction • 224 pages • Reading Group Guide &
Q&A • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH Hardcover 2017, previous ISBN
978-0-544-96339-9
• Territory: World •
A: Dreamscape Audio. B/T: HMH. S/P/M: Richard
Abate

• Online promotion, including social media and
newsletter features

E-book available 9780544963412

When Silas Van Loy ﬂees home on horseback to avoid capture for his
brother’s murder, he is soon followed by both the police and his brother’s
wife, Lena, who is intent on exacting revenge. She reluctantly lets her
trusted stable assistant join her in a journey across the wilds of Northern
California in the hopes of catching Silas for one ﬁnal showdown. Stansel
follows the chase and shares the story of the brothers’ rise from
hardscrabble childhood to their reign as the region’s preeminent horse
trainers, tracking the tense sibling rivalry that ultimately leads to the elder’s
death.
A fully realized tale that challenges notions of the modern West, The Last
Cowboys of San Geronimo will satisfy fans of Kent Haruf, Charles Portis,
Molly Gloss, and Smith Henderson, and establish Stansel as a new voice in
this grand tradition.

IAN STANSEL’s collection, Everybody’s Irish, was a
ﬁnalist for the PEN/Bingham Prize for Debut
Fiction. He holds an M.F.A. from the Iowa
Writers’ Workshop and a Ph.D. from the
University of Houston, where he was the editor
of Gulf Coast. He teaches creative writing at the
University of Louisville.

Author’s residence:
Louisville, Kentucky
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Paul Tough

Helping Children Succeed
What Works and Why
“The good news is that attention is ﬁnally turning to the psychic and
emotional qualities our students bring to the classroom. No one is better
at chronicling this shift than Paul Tough.”—David Brooks, New York Times
From the New York Times bestselling author of How Children Succeed, an
essential handbook of "informative and eﬀective methods to help children
overcome issues and thrive at home and in school."—Kirkus Reviews

In How Children Succeed, Paul Tough introduced us to research showing
that personal qualities like perseverance, self-control, and
conscientiousness play a critical role in children’s success.

9781328915429 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
Helping Children Succeed
AUGUST • Nonﬁction • 144 pages • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2016, previous ISBN
978-0-544-93528-0
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/S/P/M: McCormick & Williams

Now, in Helping Children Succeed, Tough takes on a new set of pressing
questions: What does growing up in poverty do to children’s mental and
physical development? How does adversity at home aﬀect their success in
the classroom, from preschool to high school? And what practical steps can
the adults who are responsible for them take to improve their chances for a
positive future?

ALSO AVAILABLE

Tough once again encourages us to think in a brand new way about the
challenges of childhood. Mining the latest research in psychology and
neuroscience, he provides us with insights and strategies for a new
approach to childhood adversity, one designed to help many more children
succeed.

How Children Succeed
978-0-547-56465-4 $27.00 HC
Whatever It Takes
978-0-618-56989-2 $26.00 HC
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544935310

Paul Tough’s How Children Succeed spent more
than a year on the New York Times bestseller
lists and was translated into twenty-eight
languages. He is a contributing writer to
the New York Times Magazine and a regular
contributor to the public radio program This
American Life. He lives in Montauk, New York.
Author’s residence:
Montauk, New York
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Graham Allison

Destined for War
Can America and China Escape Thucydides's Trap?
“Superb . . . One of the most insightful and thought-provoking books I
have ever read on the most important relationship in the world.”—General
(Ret.) David Petraeus
“Allison is one of the keenest observers of international aﬀairs
around.”—Joe Biden

9781328915382 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
Destined for War
AUGUST • Politics • 384 pages • 3 tables, 1 chart, 3
graphs, 1 map (spread), and 1 image • Carton Qty:
24 •
978-0-544-93527-3
• Territory: US,C,O •
B: Scribe Publishing. T (except for Chinese
languages) /S: HMH. T for Chinese
languages/A/P/M: Inkwell

• Tie-in to author’s lecture schedule
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544935334

China and the United States are heading toward a war neither wants. The
reason is Thucydides’s Trap: when a rising power threatens to displace a
ruling one, violence is the likeliest result. Over the past 500 years, these
conditions have occurred sixteen times; war broke out in twelve. Today, as
an unstoppable China approaches an immovable America and both Xi
Jinping and Donald Trump promise to make their countries “great again,”
the seventeenth case looks grim. A trade conﬂict, cyberattack, Korean
crisis, or accident at sea could easily spark a major war.
In Destined for War, eminent Harvard scholar Graham Allison masterfully
blends history and current events to explain the timeless machinery of
Thucydides’s Trap—and to explore the painful steps that might prevent
disaster today.

GRAHAM ALLISON is director of Harvard University’s Belfer Center for Science
and International Aﬀairs and a b est-selling author. Founding dean of the
Kennedy School of Government, he has advised the secretaries of defense under
Reagan, Clinton, and Obama.
Author’s residence:
Belmont, Massachusetts
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Alﬁe Kohn

Punished by Rewards:
Twenty-ﬁfth Anniversary Edition
“Every parent, teacher, and manager should read this book—and hurry.”
—Thomas Gordon, founder of Parent Eﬀectiveness Training

9781328450524 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
Punished by Rewards: Twenty-ﬁfth Anniversary
Edition
AUGUST • Psychology • 464 pages • Carton Qty:
24 •
HMH paperback, 1999
Previous ISBN 978-0-618-00181-1
• Territory: World English

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Schools Our Children Deserve
978-0-618-08345-9 $15.95 PA
E-book available 9781328450531

The basic strategy we use for raising children, teaching students, and
managing workers can be summarized in six words: Do this and you'll get
that. We dangle goodies (from candy bars to sales commissions) in front of
people in much the same way that we train the family pet. Since its
publication in 1993, this groundbreaking book has convinced countless
parents, teachers, and managers that working with people is more
successful than doing things to them. “Do rewards motivate people?” asks
Kohn. “Yes. They motivate people to get rewards.” Moreover, the use of
rewards actually undermines the quality of people’s work or learning—and
causes them to lose interest in whatever they’ve been bribed to do.
Seasoned with humor and familiar examples—and updated to include a
wealth of recent research, Punished by Rewards presents an argument
unsettling to hear but impossible to dismiss.

ALFIE KOHN’s books include No Contest: The Case Against Competition and
Beyond Discipline. Described by Time as “perhaps the country’s most outspoken
critic of educational ﬁxation on grades and test scores,” he has traveled across
the country delivering lectures to teachers, parents, and researchers.

Author’s residence:
Boston
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Italo Calvino translated by Ann Goldstein

Last Comes the Raven
And Other Stories
The ﬁrst complete English-language edition of one of Calvino's
important early short story collections

Throughout his stories, Calvino delights in discovering hidden truths
beneath the surface of everyday life. Blending reality and illusion with
elegance and precision, the tales in this collection take place in a World War
II–era and postwar Italy tinged with visionary and fablelike qualities. Three
novice burglars accidentally break into a pastry shop; a pair of children
trespass upon a forbidden garden; a wealthy family invites a rustic goatherd
to lunch, only to mock him. In the title story, a compact masterpiece of
shifting perspectives, a panicked soldier tries to keep his wits—and his
life—when he faces oﬀ against a young partisan with a loaded riﬂe and
miraculous aim.
9780544146709 • $14.99 / Trade Paperback
Last Comes the Raven
AUGUST • Fiction • 288 pages • Carton Qty:
24 • Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M/S: The Wylie Agency

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Complete Cosmicomics
978-0-544-57787-9 $15.95 PA
Six Memos for the Next Millennium
978-0-544-14667-9 $13.95 PA
Into the War
978-0-544-14638-9 $13.95 PA

Stories from Last Comes the Raven have been published in translation, but
the collection as a whole has never appeared in English. This volume,
including several stories newly translated by Ann Goldstein, is an
important addition to Calvino’s legacy.
ITALO CALVINO (1923–1985) attained
worldwide renown as the author of Invisible
Cities,The Baron in the Trees, and numerous
collections of ﬁction and essays.
ANN GOLDSTEIN has translated widely from the
Italian, including the works of Elena Ferrante,
Primo Levi, Alessandro Baricco, and other
authors.

• Translator appearances
• Literature-in-translation promotion

E-book available 9780544230873
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Jennifer A. Doudna and Samuel H. Sternberg

A Crack in Creation
Gene Editing and the Unthinkable Power to Control
Evolution
“Urgent, riveting, and endlessly fascinating...This book is destined to
become an instant classic. Read it and understand its implications if you
want to understand our biological future.”—Siddhartha Mukherjee,
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Emperor of All Maladies

9781328915368 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
A Crack in Creation
AUGUST • Science • 320 pages • 27 b-w illustrations
throughout • Carton Qty: 24 •
HMH hardcover, 2017
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-71694-0
• Territory: US,C,O •
B/T/A/P/M: Brockman. S: HMH

• Tie-in to author’s lecture schedule
• Online promotion, including Facebook
advertising
• Academic promotion

E-book available 9780544716964

Not since the atomic bomb has a technology so alarmed its inventors that
they warned the world about its use. Not, that is, until 2015, when
biologist Jennifer Doudna called for a worldwide moratorium on the use of
the new gene-editing tool CRISPR—a revolutionary new technology that
she helped create—to make heritable changes in human embryos. The
cheapest, simplest, most eﬀective way of manipulating DNA ever known,
CRISPR may well give us the cure to HIV, genetic diseases, and some
cancers. Yet even the tiniest changes to DNA could have myriad,
unforeseeable consequences—to say nothing of the ethical and societal
repercussions of intentionally mutating embryos to create “better” humans.
Writing with fellow researcher Samuel Sternberg, Doudna shares the
thrilling story of her discovery, and passionately argues that the ability to
rewrite the code of life comes with enormous responsibility.

DR. JENNIFER A. DOUDNA runs a research
laboratory and institute at UC Berkeley and is a
leading expert on RNA-protein biochemistry,
CRISPR biology, and genome engineering.
DR. SAMUEL H. STERNBERG is a biochemist and
CRISPR expert and will start his own laboratory
as assistant professor at Columbia University,
beginning in 2018.

Author’s residence:
Berkeley, California
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James Briscione with Brooke Parkhurst

The Flavor Matrix
The Art and Science of Pairing Common Ingredients to
Create Extraordinary Dishes
A revolutionary new guide to pairing ingredients, based on a famous
chef's groundbreaking research into the chemical basis of ﬂavor

9780544809963 • $30.00 / Hardcover
The Flavor Matrix
MARCH • Cookbooks • 320 pages • 60 infographics
w- 60 full-color photos of featured ingredients; 30
full-color photos of ﬁnished dishes • Carton Qty:
10 • Territory: World

• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544810006

As an instructor at one of the world’s top culinary schools, James Briscione
thought he knew how to mix and match ingredients. Then he met
IBM Watson. Working with the supercomputer to turn big data into
delicious recipes, Briscione realized that he (like most chefs) knew next to
nothing about why diﬀerent foods taste good together. That epiphany
launched him on a quest to understand the molecular basis of ﬂavor—and it
led, in time, to The Flavor Matrix.
A groundbreaking ingredient-pairing guide, The Flavor Matrix shows how
science can unlock unheard-of possibilities for combining foods into
astonishingly inventive dishes. Briscione distills chemical analyses of
diﬀerent ingredients into easy-to-use infographics, and presents
mind-blowing recipes that he's created with them. The result of intensive
research and incredible creativity in the kitchen, The Flavor Matrix is a
must-have for home cooks and professional chefs alike: the only ﬂavorpairing manual anyone will ever need.

Celebrity chef JAMES BRISCIONE is the director of culinary research at the
Institute of Culinary Education, lead chef on IBM’s Chef Watson project, and twotime Chopped champion. His spouse and creative partner, BROOKE PARKHURST,
is a novelist, cookbook author, and former host of ABC's digital cable food series.
Author’s residence:
New York City
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Jenna Helwig

Baby-Led Feeding
The Real Baby Food Guide to Raising Happy,
Independent Eaters
More than 100 recipes and ideas for the hottest topic for new parents
—baby-led weaning—from the food editor at Parents magazine

9780544963405 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
Baby-Led Feeding
MARCH • Cooking • 208 pages • full-color photos
throughout • Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
Real Baby Food
978-054446957 $16.99 PA
• National Media
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544963429

What if you could skip the tiny jars and pouches of bland baby food in favor
of a more natural, ﬂavor-ﬁlled, and family-friendly transition to solid foods?
Baby-led feeding (also known as baby-led weaning) is just that. Feeding
your baby a variety of healthy, wholesome solid foods, rather than relying
solely on purees, is thought to promote motor skills and establish lifelong
healthy eating habits. Here, author and food editor at Parents magazine
Jenna Helwig gives an easy-to-follow introduction to this popular new
method. With more than 100 ideas and recipes, this bright, photo-driven
book includes chapters on the beneﬁts of this approach, when and how to
get started, essential safety and nutrition guidelines, frequently asked
questions, basic fruit and vegetable prep, more complex ﬁnger foods, and
family meals. All recipes have been reviewed by a registered dietitian and
include nutrition information to ensure a healthy mealtime.
JENNA HELWIG is the food editor for Parents
magazine and the author of Real Baby Food. She
is also a freelance writer, culinary instructor, and
personal chef. Jenna lives in Brooklyn with her
husband and daughter.
Author’s residence:
New York City
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Naomi Whittel

Glow15
A Science-Based Plan to Lose Weight, Rejuvenate Your
Skin, and Invigorate Your Life
Based on Nobel Prize–winning research, an easy-to-follow lifestyle plan for
losing weight, looking younger, and feeling energized

The 2016 Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine was awarded to a
Japanese scientist for his discoveries on autophagy, the process of cells
recycling their content. Glow15 is the ﬁrst book for a general audience to
take that fascinating science and translates into an accessible, practical
guide to losing weight, looking younger, and feeling energized.

9781328897671 • $26.00 / Hardcover
Glow15
MARCH • Lifestyle • 304 pages • 2-color
interior • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
HMH rights: B/A/S/T except for Chinese languages,
Japanese and Korean; P/M: Sarah Passick, Sterling
Lord.

On Glow15, you start each day with an autophagy-activating ketogenic tea
and a light, full-fat breakfast, followed by intermittent fasting and protein
cycling. You eat foods that activate autophagy, like dairy, red wine, grains,
and a blueberry smoothie. It can be that simple to see dramatic results in
just 15 days— fast weight loss and glowing, radiant skin. You don’t count
calories. You don’t give up entire food groups. And you don’t obsess about
the gym.
You’ll also learn Naomi Whittel’s life hacks for sleep, travel, stress
reduction, and productivity, as well as delicious and nutritious recipes for
eating the Glow15 way—everything that this 42-year-old CEO and mother
of four young children does to look and feel amazing.

• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9781328900715

NAOMI WHITTEL is CEO of Twin Labs Corporation, founder of Reserveage
Nutrition, and QVC’s exclusive nutritional wellness expert. Naomi and her
company’s products have been featured on Dr. Oz and Good Morning America,
and in the New York Times, Vogue, and more.

Author’s residence:
Boca Raton, Florida
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Betty Crocker

Betty Crocker Cookbook, 12th
Edition
Everything You Need to Know to Cook from Scratch
The 12th edition of a trusted favorite, with everything the home cook
needs to cook conﬁdently, fully updated for a newer generation—now
available in a comb-bound format.

9781328911209 • $21.99 / Spiral Bound
Betty Crocker Cookbook, 12th Edition
MARCH • Cookbooks • 688 pages • 4-color
throughout • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
Betty Crocker Cookbook 12th Edition
978-0-544-64892-0 $29.99 HC
• National Media
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion
• Cross-promotion with General Mills

This is the book home cooks have come to trust; the 12th edition of the
Betty Crocker Cookbook, with updated recipes, new photography, plus
expanded and new chapters to meet the needs of today’s home cooks. With
1,500 recipes and variations, and more than 1,000 photos, this colorful
new edition packs a punch. How-to step-by-step photos show rather than
simply tell how to get great results. The new Technique features explain
fully the concepts behind techniques such as braising, deglazing, and hot
water–bath canning. A Make-Ahead feature shows how to make a batch of
one item and use it various ways. And a Global Flavors ingredient ID
introduces new ingredients by region. Now available in a convenient
comb-bound edition, this classic is destined to be the most-used book in
the kitchen.
With more than 63 million cookbooks sold since 1950, BETTY CROCKER is the
name readers trust for reliable recipes and great ideas. For over 75 years, Betty
Crocker has provided advice to Americans through cookbooks, magazines and
television.

E-book available 9780544811027
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Betty Crocker

Betty Crocker A Piece of Cake
Easy Cakes—from Dump Cakes to Mug Cakes, Slow
Cooker Cakes and More!
Anyone can make a scrumptious cake with these 150 easy recipes from
Betty Crocker—enjoy mug cakes, scratch cakes, slow-cooker cakes, and
other treats, whenever you like.

9781328918482 • $19.99 / Trade Paperback
Betty Crocker A Piece of Cake
APRIL • Cookbooks • 304 pages • 100 4-color
photographs • Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cakes
978-1-118-36403-1 $19.99 PA
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes
978-0-470-90672-9 $19.95 PA
• National Media
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion
• Cross-promotion with General Mills

Everyone loves homemade cakes, but not the work to bake them. Betty
Crocker solves the problem with 150 easy cakes—some so easy they never
even go into the oven. Organized by ﬂavor, from chocolate to carrot,
caramel to fruit, each chapter showcases a range of achievable cakes. Enjoy
dump cakes, poke cakes, Bundt cakes, slow cooker cakes, mug cakes, ice
cream cakes, 13x9 cakes, and more.
Indulge in Chocolate Molten Lava Mug Cake or Zebra Cake from the slow
cooker, both easy enough for a novice and satisfying enough for an expert
cook. And to ensure things stay simple, there are helpful features, such as
Genius Ways to Frost a Cake and Ingenious Cake Hacks. With both homey
and show-stopping recipes, anyone can make a delicious cake, whether
from scratch, a mix, or store-bought items.
With more than 63 million cookbooks sold since 1950, BETTY CROCKER is the
name readers trust for reliable recipes and great ideas. For over 75 years, Betty
Crocker has provided advice to Americans through cookbooks, magazines and
television.

E-book available 9781328918444
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Frank, M.D. Lipman

How to Be Well
The Everyday Actions, Reliable Rituals, and Proven
Tactics of the Healthiest and Happiest People
From celebrity health guru and New York Times best-selling author Dr.
Frank Lipman, the deﬁnitive guide to total wellness

9781328904782 • $30.00 / Hardcover
How to Be Well
APRIL • Lifestyle • 352 pages • 50-100 4-color
illustrations • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A/S: HMH. B/T/P/M: Stephanie Tade Literary
Agency.

• Author Appearances
• National Media
• National Print and Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9781328905079

In his best-selling book, The New Health Rules, Dr. Frank Lipman laid out
a modern manifesto for living a healthy and fulﬁlling life. How to Be Well is
the essential follow up: a hands-on manual to mastering the habits,
routines, and tactics that will help readers improve their health and
establish the pillars of lifelong vitality.
In How to Be Well, Lipman has created The Good Medicine Mandala—a
new map for a new era of medicine. The Good Medicine Mandala is
illustrated by a circular system of six rings that contain simple steps to what
really works to improve and strengthen resilience, functioning, and overall
health. The Six Rings are:
How to Eat: Mastering the very building blocks of life: food
How to Sleep: Restoring one of our most fundamental needs
How to Move: Helping the body move in the ways that nature intended
How to Protect: Mitigating and preventing the invisible assaults of
everyday toxins
How to Unwind: Consciously switching oﬀ to allow for mental reprieve
How to Connect: Awakening and enhancing a sense of belonging and
meaning
For anyone interested in health, wellness, and happiness, this gorgeously
illustrated book is a must-have. illustrated book is a must-have.
FRANK LIPMAN, MD, a pioneer in both integrative and functional medicine, is the
founder and director of Eleven Eleven Wellness Center in New York City, a New
York Times best-selling author, and the creator of Be Well. AMELY GREEVEN
writes about health and wellness, and is the co-author of the New York Times
bestseller Clean.

Author’s residence:
White Plains, New York
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Jacques Pépin

Jacques Pépin Poulets & Légumes
From the world-renowned chef and celebrated artist, a must-have
collection of everyday and elegant chicken and vegetable recipes

9780544920934 • $20.00 / Hardcover
Jacques Pépin Poulets & Légumes
APRIL • 128 pages • Carton Qty: • Territory: World •
B/T/S: HMH. P/M/A: Doe Coover Agency

ALSO AVAILABLE
A Grandfather's Lessons
978-0-544-82439-3 $30.00 POB
Jacques Pépin Heart & Soul in the Kitchen
978-0-544-30198-6 $35.00 POB

The legendary cooking teacher whom GQ calls “the most impactful living
chef in America” shares his favorite chicken and vegetable recipes from a
half-century career spanning two continents. Some, like Poulet à la Crème
and Baker’s Wife Potatoes, recall the country French dishes of his
childhood, while Chicken with Cognac Sauce and Velvet Spinach come
from his days in ﬁne French restaurants. Most, though, are born in his
contemporary Connecticut kitchen. All have that trademark Pépin touch:
made with just a few steps but sublime enough for company, from Roast
Split Chicken with Mustard Crust to Caramelized Tomatoes Provençal.
Charmingly illustrated with Pépin’s paintings, this little compendium is
perfect for revitalizing every cook’s repertoire.

The winner of sixteen James Beard Awards and
author of twenty-nine cookbooks, including A
Grandfather’s Lessons, Jacques Pépin Heart &
Soul in the Kitchen, and Essential Pépin, JACQUES
PéPIN has starred in twelve acclaimed PBS
cooking series. He was awarded France’s
highest distinction, the Legion of Honor.

Essential Pépin
978-0-547-23279-9 $40.00 HC
Jacques Pépin More Fast Food My Way
978-0618-14233-0 $32.00 HC

Author’s residence:
Madison, Connecticut

• Author appearances
• National media
• Online advertising
• Digital marketing campaign
• Social media promotion

E-book available 9781328900722
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Eddie Hernandez with Susan Puckett

Turnip Greens & Tortillas
A Mexican Chef Spices Up the Southern Kitchen
Southern fare with a Mexican ﬂair, by the chef/co-owner of the restaurant
empire that Bon Appétit called a “Top American Restaurant”

9780544618824 • $30.00 / Hardcover
Turnip Greens & Tortillas
APRIL • 288 pages • full color photographs
throughout • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
B/T/S: HMH
A/P/M: Dunow, Carlson & Lerner

USA Today called Taqueria del Sol “a runaway success.” Bon Appétit wrote:
“Move over, Chipotle!” The fast-casual food of Eddie Hernandez, the
James Beard-nominated chef/co-owner of the restaurant, lands on the
commonalities of Southern and Mexican food, with dishes like Memphis
barbecue pork tacos, chicken pot pie served in a “bowl” of a puﬀed tortilla,
turnip greens in “pot likker” spiked with chiles, or the “Eddie Palmer,”
sweet tea with a jab of tequila. Eddie never hesitates to break with purists to
make food taste better, adding sugar to creamy grits to balance the
jalapeños, or substituting tomatillos in fried green tomatoes for a more
delicate texture. Throughout, “Eddie’s Way” sidebars show how to make
each dish even more special.

Born in Monterrey, Mexico, EDDIE HERNANDEZ is the executive chef of Taqueria
del Sol. He and his business partner, Mike Klank, were nominated for a 2017
James Beard Outstanding Restaurateur Award. His recipes have appeared in Bon
Appétit, Food & Wine, Southern Living, and Garden & Gun. SUSAN PUCKETT, the
former food editor of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, writes for Eating Well,
National Geographic Traveler, and Atlanta Magazine.

• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544618848

Author’s residence:
Atlanta, Georgia
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Natalie Morales

At Home with Natalie
Simple Recipes for Healthy Living from My Family’s
Kitchen to Yours
Easy and delicious recipes for busy families from the TODAY show’s West
Coast anchor and host of NBC’s Access Hollywood

9780544974494 • $30.00 / Hardcover
At Home with Natalie
APRIL • Cookbooks • 288 pages • 75 color
photographs • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: US,C,O •
A/S: HMH. B/T/P/M: William Morris Endeavor

• Author Appearances
• National Media
• National Print and Online Advertising
• Library Promotion
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544974562

As the beloved and longtime news anchor and co-host of the TODAY show,
current West Coast anchor of the TODAY show, host of Access Hollywood,
and co-host of Access Hollywood Live, as well as the mother of two young
boys, Natalie Morales knows how hard it can be night after night to get a
healthful dinner on the table that the whole family will enjoy. Morales was
born in Taiwan to a Brazilian mother and Puerto Rican father, and she lived
around the world as a child—Panama, Spain, and Brazil. That
multicultural experience fed her love for good food, but it’s her experience
as a working mom that taught her how to cook on the run and keep her
recipes healthful. The result is a personal collection of 125 recipes Morales
makes at home for her family, including Chicken in Garlic Sauce, Grilled
Chimichurri Soy Steak, Sweet and Spicy Slow Roasted Pork, and Pesto
Shrimp with Lemon Pepper Fettuccine.
NATALIE MORALES, wife and mother of two
boys, is the West Coast anchor of NBC News’
TODAY show, host of Access Hollywood and
co-host of Access Hollywood Live. She previously
served as news anchor and co-host of TODAY’s
third hour.

Author’s residence:
Los Angeles
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Mark Bittman

How to Grill Everything
Simple Recipes for Great Flame-Cooked Food
The ultimate grilling guide and the latest in Mark Bittman’s acclaimed How
to Cook Everything series

9780544790308 • $30.00 / Hardcover
How to Grill Everything
APRIL • 548 pages • 100 full-color photos • Carton
Qty: 8 • Territory: World

• National Author Tour
• National Media
• National Print and Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544790827

Here’s how to grill absolutely everything—from the perfect steak to
cedar-plank salmon to pizza—explained in Mark Bittman’s trademark
simple, straightforward style. Featuring more than 250 recipes and
hundreds of variations, plus Bittman’s practical advice on all the grilling
basics, this book is an exploration of the grill’s nearly endless possibilities.
Recipes cover every part of the meal, including appetizers, seafood, meat
and poultry, vegetables (including vegetarian mains), and even desserts.
Plenty of quick, high-heat recipes will get dinner on the table in short order
(Spanish-Style Garlic Shrimp, Green Chile Cheeseburgers); low and slow
“project” recipes (Texas-Style Smoked Brisket, Pulled Pork with
Lexington BBQ Sauce) are ideal for leisurely weekend cookouts. You’ll also
ﬁnd unexpected grilled treats like avocado, watermelon, or pound cake,
and innovative surprises—like how to cook paella or bake a whole loaf of
bread on the grill—to get the most out of every ﬁre.
MARK BITTMAN is the author of more than 20
books, including the best-selling, awardwinning How to Cook Everything series.
Formerly a New York Times columnist and writer,
he now devotes his time to cookbooks,
teaching, and food-related advocacy.
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Virginia Willis

Secrets of the Southern Table
A Food Lover's Tour of the Global South
Classic and contemporary recipes, stories, and proﬁles from one of the
most respected names in modern Southern cooking

9780544932548 • $30.00 / Hardcover
Secrets of the Southern Table
MAY • Cookbooks • 240 pages • Full color
throughout • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
B/T/A/S: HMH. P/M: Lisa Ekus Group

• Author Appearances
• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544931831

Secrets of the Southern Table is a collection of 80 crave-worthy recipes from
award-winning cookbook author, journalist, television personality, and
Southern cooking expert Virginia Willis. Stamped with Virginia’s
signature charm and wit, this collection welcomes home cooks to delight
guests with delicious and diverse oﬀerings such as Black Pepper Cream
Cheese Biscuits, Butter Sorghum Chicken, and Warm Mexican Chocolate
Pudding with Bourbon Cream. The recipes capture not only the traditional
ﬂavors of the region, but the exciting emerging tastes that inﬂuence the
modern South.
Virginia’s warm and welcoming voice provides colorful historical
background, such as how shrimp (free for the ﬁshing) and grits began as a
dish enjoyed by impoverished families and moved into a signature dish of
modern ﬁne restaurants. So much more than a cookbook, Secrets of the
Southern Table is a celebration of the fascinating and evolving South by a
respected name in the region’s cuisine and culture.
VIRGINIA WILLIS is a French-trained chef. She is the author of the James Beard
Award-winning Lighten Up, Y’all. She’s a contributing editor for Southern Living
and writes for national publications. Her PBS series, Secrets of the Southern Table, is
planned to air in 2018.

Author’s residence:
Atlanta, Georgia
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Justin Chapple

Just Cook It!
145 Built-to-Be-Easy Recipes That Are Totally Delicious
Delicious, fun, and easy recipes and tips for everyday cooking from Justin
Chapple, Food & Wine’s test kitchen whiz and TODAY show regular

9780544968837 • $30.00 / Hardcover
Just Cook It!
MAY • Cookbooks • 288 pages • 75 color
photographs • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
B/T/A/S: HMH. P/M: Dystel & Goderich

• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544968851

Justin Chapple may have trained at the French Culinary Institute, but he
knows how people really cook at home. He grew up with a large family, ﬁrst
learning kitchen tricks from his grandmother who made do with whatever
they had, and she made the food delicious. Now Justin is the host of Food &
Wine’s award-nominated Mad Genius Tips video cooking series, and
appears regularly on TODAY and other television shows as their resident
kitchen hack expert. In his job as the Deputy Editor of the test kitchen, he’s
often asked to take recipes from superstar chefs (think David Chang and
Thomas Keller) and simplify them for home cooks. Now he is putting all of
his expertise to good use in Just Cook It!, a collection of 125
mouthwatering recipes like Avocado Pizza with Dukka and Stovetop
Mac-n-Cheese with Bacon Breadcrumbs, with Justin’s signature
time-saving tips and hacks throughout.
As the Deputy Test Kitchen Editor at Food & Wine, JUSTIN CHAPPLE tests and
develops hundreds of recipes a year. He also teaches wonderfully oddball kitchen
hacks as the host of F&W’s James Beard Award-nominated video series Mad
Genius Tips.

Author’s residence:
New York City
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Adam Fleischman

Flavor Bombs
The Ingredients and Techniques That Make Taste
Explode
The founder of the national empires Umami Burger and 800 Degrees Pizza
shows how to detonate ﬂavor in beloved dishes using ordinary
ingredients high in umami

9780544784895 • $25.00 / Hardcover
Flavor Bombs
MAY • Cookbooks • 288 pages • 100 full color
photographs • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
B/T/S: HMH. A/P/M: United Talent Agency.

• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9780544784901

Why does everyone love burgers and pizza? When Adam Fleischman
investigated, he discovered what they—and many other ultra-ﬂavorful
dishes have in common: umami. A renegade self-taught cook, Fleischman
deployed this savory “ﬁfth dimension of taste” to ratchet up ﬂavor using
ingredients naturally rich in umami, such as Parmesan, tomatoes,
caramelized onions, and anchovy paste. In so doing, he created ultimate
versions of icons, including Umami Burger with Port and Stilton, Sweet
and Savory Brisket, and Parmesan Fondue. All the recipes are made from
the same “umami pantry” ably explicated in the front of the book.

ADAM FLEISCHMAN is the creative force
behind Umami Burger and 800 Degrees
Neapolitan Pizza, restaurants with more than
40 locations in California, Chicago, Las Vegas,
Dubai, and Japan. He has been proﬁled in The
New Yorker, the New York Times, Wired, and
the Wall Street Journal.

Author’s residence:
Los Angeles

RUX MARTIN/HOUGHTON MIFFLIN
HARCOURT
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Michelle Smith

The Wholesmiths Good Food
Cookbook
Delicious Real Food Recipes for All Year Long
Delicious and healthful recipes from the popular blog
TheWholeSmiths.com–fully endorsed by Whole30

9781328915092 • $30.00 / Hardcover
The Wholesmiths Good Food Cookbook
JUNE • Cookbooks • 304 pages • 100 color
photographs • Carton Qty: 12 • Territory: World •
A/B/T/S: HMH. P/M: Fletcher & Co.

• Author Appearances
• National Media
• Online Advertising
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion

E-book available 9781328915177

As anyone who has successfully completed the Whole30 knows, the
challenge can be ﬁguring out how to eat for the other 335 days of the year.
Michelle Smith, creator of the blog The Whole Smiths, has the answers.
This cookbook, the ﬁrst ever fully endorsed and supported by Whole30,
oﬀers a collection of 150 recipes to keep Whole30 devotees going strong.
Many recipes like Spaghetti Squash Chicken Alfredo are fully Whole30compliant, and all are gluten-free, but you’ll also ﬁnd recipes with a careful
reintroduction of grains, like the tortillas in the Chile Enchilada Bake.
Some recipes include beans and legumes, so there are plenty of vegetarian
options. There are even desserts like Chocolate Chip and Sea Salt Cookies!
Throughout the book, icons help readers identify which recipes ﬁt their
dietary constraints, but perhaps most of all, the recipes are all delicious to
help anyone achieve a long-term approach to good health.
MICHELLE SMITH, a wife and mother of two children, is the creator of the food
blog The Whole Smiths, where she creates healthy, unpretentious, and delicious
dishes the whole family will enjoy. She is a frequent contributor to the Whole30
blog.

Author’s residence:
San Francisco
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Better Homes and Gardens

Better Homes and Gardens Fast or
Slow
Double your options for a delicious dinner with these clever recipes that
work beautifully in both the slow cooker and the pressure cooker

9781328918499 • $19.99 / Trade Paperback
Better Homes and Gardens Fast or Slow
AUGUST • Cookbooks • 272 pages • 120 4-color
photographs • Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: US,C,UK,O

ALSO AVAILABLE
Better Homes and Gardens I Didn’t Know my Slow
Cooker Could Do That
978-0-544-569-81-2 $19.99 PA
Better Homes and Gardens Skinny Slow Cooker
978-1-118-56784-5 $19.99 PA

Kitchen tools can make the diﬀerence between a home-cooked meal and
takeout. For years, the savvy cook’s secret weapon has been the slow
cooker, delivering fantastic meals after a day of simmering. Now the
pressure cooker, updated and easy to use, has become another timely
tool—dinner can be ready in 30 minutes. The collaboration between these
two all-star appliances creates a must-have book for anyone who longs for a
real dinner at the end of the day. Want beef stew and have time in the
morning? Pop in your ingredients and enjoy a fully cooked dinner when
you come home. Running late in the morning? No problem—make the
same savory stew at the end of your day, in about 30 minutes. This is also
the book for Instant Pot fans—choose your setting, and relax—dinner is
done.
The BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS brand is one of America’s most trusted
sources for information on cooking, gardening, home improvement, home
design, decorating, and crafting. Today the brand encompasses books, magazines,
and digital media.

Better Homes and Gardens Year-Round Slow Cooker
978-1-118-21778-8 $29.99 HC
• National Media
• Digital Marketing Campaign
• Social Media Promotion
• Cross-Promotion with Better Homes and Gardens

E-book available 9781328918451
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Editors of Webster's New World® College Dictionaries

Webster's New World® College
Dictionary, Fifth Edition
Newly updated for 2018, Webster's New World® College Dictionary is the
most comprehensive, up-to-date college dictionary available.

Webster’s New World® College Dictionary, Fifth Edition, presents the very
best a college dictionary can oﬀer, with all the user-friendly qualities that
have distinguished the Webster’s New World® name for decades. With
hundreds of revisions and additions, this 2018 edition is perfect for at
school, the oﬃce, or home. The dictionary features a clear and accessible
deﬁning style, authoritative guidance on usage and style points, includes
extensive coverage of 12,000 Americanisms, and much more.
9781328859440 • $25.99 / Hardcover
Webster's New World College Dictionary, Fifth Edition
JUNE • Reference • 1728 pages • Carton Qty: 8 •
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-59822-5
• Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
Webster's New World College Dictionary, Fifth
Edition (2016)
978-0-544-59822-5 $25.95 HC

It is a favorite of newsrooms and copyeditors nationwide, and it is the
oﬃcial dictionary of The Associated Press Stylebook and The New York
Times. Webster’s New World® College Dictionary is collaborating with The
Associated Press Stylebook Online to oﬀer a combined service. Please see
www.apstylebook.com for details.

The EDITORS OF WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD® DICTIONARIES are a team of
professional lexicographers who ensure that Webster's New World reference
publications are thoroughly researched, accurate, and up-to-date.

Webster's New World College Dictionary, Fifth
Edition (2014)
978-0-544-16606-6 $25.95 HC
• Academic and library promotion
• American Copy Editor Society sponsorship
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Editors of the American Heritage® Dictionaries

American Heritage® First
Dictionary
A brand new, totally redesigned edition of the award-winning dictionary
for children in grades K-2.

The American Heritage® First Dictionary is written especially for 5-8 year
olds. The meanings of more than 2,000 age-appropriate words are made
clear in easy-to-read deﬁnitions and example sentences enhanced by 550
full-color photographs and drawings that appeal to today's visually
sophisticated children.

9781328753366 • $17.99 / Trade Paperback
American Heritage First Dictionary
JULY • Reference • 304 pages • Carton Qty: 10 •
Previous ISBN 978-0-544-33663-6
• Territory: US,C

ALSO AVAILABLE
American Heritage First Dictionary (2016)
978-0-544-33663-6 $17.95 POB
American Heritage First Dictionary (2013)
978-0-547-65956-5 $17.95 HC
American Heritage First Dictionary (2010)
978-0-547-21597-6 $17.95 POB
• Academic and library promotion

This brand new edition has been entirely redesigned into a two column
format. It’s now paperback and has a larger trim size, making it lightweight
yet still easy for young eyes to read. The entry words correlate with the
vocabulary found in the curricula for the early primary grades, and this new
edition has over 100 new words and senses, including creature, escape,
parachute, and splash.
The book features hundreds of engaging feature notes that show
synonyms, opposites, rhyming words, and related words. These notes have
been color-coded based on category, a feature new to this edition. The
front matter includes a guide to using the dictionary that is useful for
students, parents, and teachers alike. An instructive Phonics and Spelling
Guide is included in the back-matter section to develop solid reading and
writing skills.
The EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE® DICTIONARIES are trained
lexicographers with a varied array of interests and expertise.
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Editors of the American Heritage® Dictionaries

The American Heritage®
Picture Dictionary
A newly jacketed, paperback version of the classic picture dictionary for
young children ﬁlled with charming illustrations.

9781328787378 • $15.99 / Trade Paperback
The American Heritage Picture Dictionary
JULY • Reference • 144 pages • Carton Qty: 20 •
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-33609-4
• Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
The American Heritage Picture Dictionary (2016)
978-0-544-33609-4 $15.95 POB
The American Heritage Picture Dictionary (2013)
978-0-547-65957-2 $15.95 HC
The American Heritage Picture Dictionary (2010)
978-0-547-21596-9 $15.95 POB
• Academic and library promotion

Developed by professional editors and educational consultants especially
for preschoolers and children in the ﬁrst years of school, the awardwinning Picture Dictionary is a compilation of 900 of the words most
commonly featured in elementary school reading programs and used every
day by children in speech and writing. Entries are arranged alphabetically,
introducing the concept that words in a dictionary are arranged in a
sequence, and are illustrated with lively full-color drawings by
distinguished children's illustrator Maggie Swanson. The same families
and pets recur in the pictures, presenting children with a familiar cast of
characters, engaging their attention. Playful example sentences show
standard usage and encourage reading. The A-to-Z list is complemented by
nine thematic illustrations at the back of the book that feature related
vocabulary grouped in settings such as a classroom, a supermarket, and a
zoo. Front matter includes an informative note to teachers and parents and
guides them in using the book to best meet the needs of young readers.
This book not only features a new cover, updated to match the line look of
the other American Heritage® juvenile dictionaries, but it is for the ﬁrst
time presented in paperback, to match the new edition of the American
Heritage® First Dictionary.
The EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE® DICTIONARIES are trained
lexicographers with a varied array of interests and expertise.
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Editors of the American Heritage® Dictionaries

The American Heritage®
Children's Dictionary
A brand new edition of our superb dictionary for children in grades 3-6
(ages 8-12), with age-appropriate vocabulary, easy-to-understand
deﬁnitions, lively example sentences, and delightful color images.

9781328787354 • $19.99 / Hardcover
The American Heritage Children's Dictionary
JULY • Reference • 896 pages • Carton Qty: 6 •
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-33610-0
• Territory: US,C

ALSO AVAILABLE
American Heritage Children's Dictionary (2016)
978-0-544-33610-0 $19.95 POB
American Heritage Children's Dictionary (2013)
978-0-547-65955-8 $19.95 HC

The American Heritage® Children's Dictionary has been completely
revised, updated, and redesigned for a brand-new edition, ensuring that
this title remains fresh and current while providing the visual appeal
needed to captivate young readers. For this brand-new edition, every
definition has been reviewed, and hundreds of new senses and new words
and definitions—ranging from android to vegan—have been added. This
edition includes a brand-new feature, Writers Choose Their Words.
Nearly 100 new note boxes throughout the A-Z text highlight quotations
selected from popular and classic young adult and children’s literature
and show key vocabulary words in context. With entries written in easyto-understand language, an abundance of example sentences that provide
greater context, and stunning full-color illustrations, this engaging
reference brings words to life and enhances the child's learning
experience.
The EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE® DICTIONARIES are trained
lexicographers with a varied array of interests and expertise.

American Heritage Children's Dictionary (2010)
978-0-547-21255-5 $19.95 POB
• Academic and library promotion
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Editors of the American Heritage® Dictionaries

The American Heritage®
Student Dictionary
A newly updated version of our beloved dictionary for students in grades
6-10 (ages 11-16)

9781328787347 • $19.99 / Hardcover
The American Heritage Student Dictionary
JULY • Reference • 1088 pages • Carton Qty: 10 •
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-33608-7
• Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
The American Heritage Student Dictionary (2016)
978-0-544-33608-7 $19.95 POB
The American Heritage Student Dictionary (2013)
978-0-547-65958-9 $19.95 HC
The American Heritage Student Dictionary (2010)
978-0-547-21598-3 $19.95 POB
• Academic and library promotion

The American Heritage Student Dictionary, for students in grades 6-10
(ages 11-16), has been updated and contains more than 65,000 words,
covering the vocabulary that students in this age group need to know. The
deﬁnitions are clear and easy to read, and they are bolstered by abundant
example sentences, letting readers see how words are used in context.
Among the new words added in this latest update are science terms such as
the newly discovered nihonium and oganesson and terms from popular
culture and social media such as facepalm,stevia, and vlog.
This edition also has a full-color art program, with 2,000 color
photographs and illustrations in the margins, retains its array of 400 feature
notes, and also includes a carefully-crafted program of 200 fun-to-read
quotations from young adult authors.
This is by far the best dictionary for this age group that is available today. At
home or in class, it is the most useful and engaging resource on words a
student could have..

The EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE® DICTIONARIES are trained
lexicographers with a varied array of interests and expertise.
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Paul Hellweg

The American Heritage®
Children's Thesaurus
A newly jacketed, popular thesaurus for children in grades 3-6, presenting
36,000 synonyms in related groupings and idiomatic example sentences.

9781328787330 • $18.99 / Hardcover
The American Heritage Children's Thesaurus
JULY • Reference • 288 pages • Carton Qty: 12 •
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-54272-3
• Territory: World

The American Heritage® Children's Thesaurus is easy-to-use and
encourages young students to think analytically about word choice as they
ﬁnd the right word for their purpose. The book features 4,000 main entries
and 36,000 synonyms. Contributing to the lively page design are more than
150 full-color photographs related to situations described in the sentences.
This thesaurus also contains a table explaining the parts of speech that
shows young readers how words are labeled according to their function in a
sentence. This book has been updated with a new jacket to match the
refreshed line look.
PAUL HELLWEG is a freelance writer and author of The Insomniac's Dictionary. He is
an assistant professor at California State University, Northridge. He resides in
Frazier Park, California.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The American Heritage Children's Thesaurus (2016)
978-0-544-54272-3 $18.95 POB
The American Heritage Children's Thesaurus (2013)
978-0-547-65954-1 $18.95 HC
The American Heritage Children's Thesaurus (2010)
978-0-547-21599-0 $18.95 POB
• Academic and library promotion
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Editors of the American Heritage® Dictionaries

The American Heritage® Student
Thesaurus
A newly jacketed, eminently useful thesaurus for students in grades 7 – 10,
providing burgeoning writers with 70,000 synonyms shown in contexts
students can relate to.

9781328787323 • $18.99 / Hardcover
The American Heritage Student Thesaurus
JULY • Reference • 384 pages • Carton Qty: 10 •
Previous ISBN: 978-0-544-33664-3
• Territory: World

ALSO AVAILABLE
The American Heritage Student Thesaurus (2016)
978-0-544-33664-3 $18.95 POB

The American Heritage® Student Thesaurus is especially designed to
improve the reading and writing skills of students in middle school and
early high school. The book oﬀers 6,000 main entries and over 70,000
synonyms--more than any other thesaurus at this level--as well as a table
explaining the parts of speech. Each main entry includes a clear sample
sentence showing typical usage. Synonyms are listed in the order of how
well they ﬁt the meaning illustrated in the sample sentence, encouraging
students to think about word choice as an active process rather than a rote
procedure. Word Group features for words with no actual synonyms (such
as boat or hat) provide conceptually related terms (such as ship or cap).
Additionally, many entries contain lists of antonyms to help build
vocabulary. This book has been updated with a new jacket to match the line
look for The American Heritage® Student Dictionary.
The EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE® DICTIONARIES are trained
lexicographers with a varied array of interests and expertise.

The American Heritage Student Thesaurus (2013)
978-0-547-65916-9 $18.95 HC
The American Heritage Student Thesaurus (2010)
978-0-547-21601-0 $18.95 POB
• Academic and library promotion
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Diane E. Kern

CliﬀsNotes Praxis Principles of
Learning and Teaching, Third
Edition
(5621, 5622, 5623, 5624)
Test prep on the Praxis Principles of Learning and Teaching teacher
certiﬁcation tests (5621, 5622, 5623, 5624).

9781328842305 • $26.99 / Trade Paperback
CliﬀsNotes Praxis Principles of Learning and Teaching,
Third Edition
MAY • CliﬀsNotes Test Prep • 288 pages • Carton
Qty: 20 •
HMH 2nd edition paperback 2012, previous ISBN
978-1-118-09046-6
• Territory: World

• Academic Promotion
• CliﬀsNotes website and e-newsletter promotion

The Praxis Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT) tests assess a new
teacher's knowledge and understanding of educational practices
foundational to beginning a career as a professional educator. The tests'
content focuses on key indicators of an educator's knowledge of topics
such as human development, learning processes, instructional processes,
diverse learners, and professional issues. The four grade-speciﬁc PLT tests
covered in the test-prep book are Early Childhood, Grades K-6, Grades
5-9, and Grades 7-12.
Cumulatively, the following states require beginning teachers to pass one or
more of the PLT tests: Alabama, Arkansas, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah,
and West Virginia, plus D.C., Virgin Islands,Guam, and the Department of
Defense.
Features of the guide focus on what test-takers need to know:
• Subject review chapters
• One model practice test with answers and detailed explanations for each
of the four PLT tests
DIANE E. KERN, Ph.D., is Assistant Professor of Education at the University of Rhode
Island and a member of the School of Education's ad hoc committee on licensure
tests. She resides in Wakeﬁeld, Rhode Island.
Author’s residence:
Wakeﬁeld, Rhode Island
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Jeﬀrey S. Kaplan, Sandra Luna McCune

CliﬀsNotes FTCE General
Knowledge Test 4th Edition
Test prep on the FTCE General Knowledge Test, including subject reviews
and two model practice tests.

The exam that all future teachers in Florida need to take—the FTCE
General Knowledge Test—is being revised. Oﬀered year round by
appointment, the general knowledge test is required for every educational
specialty.

9781328959843 • $29.99 / Trade Paperback
CliﬀsNotes FTCE General Knowledge Test 4th Edition
JUNE • CliﬀsNotes Test Prep • 408 pages • Carton
Qty: 20 •
HMH 3rd edition paperback 2015, previous ISBN
978-0-544-30988-3
• Territory: World •
All rights: HMH

• Academic promotion
• CliﬀsNotes website and e-newsletter promotion

Chapter reviews are dedicated to the four subtests that comprise the test:
• Essays
• English Language Skills
• Reading
• Mathematics
Included in the package are two model full-length practice tests to ensure
success on test-taking day.
SANDRA LUNA McCUNE, PhD, is a teacher-certiﬁcation consultant, and former
regents professor at Stephen F. Austin State University. She resides in Dripping
Springs, Texas.
JEFFREY S. KAPLAN, PhD, is Associate Professor Emeritus in the School of
Teaching, Learning and Leadership at the University of Central Florida. He resides
in Orlando, Florida.

E-book available 9781328961839

Author’s residence:
McCune: Dripping Springs, Texas
Kaplan: Orlando, Florida
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Jane R. Burstein, Carolyn Wheater

CliﬀsNotes PSAT/NMSQT Cram
Plan
A study guide for the PSAT/NMSQT that calendarizes a study plan for
test-takers depending on how much time they have left before taking the
test,

CliﬀsNotes PSAT/NMSQT Cram Plan uses calendars to create a speciﬁc
study plan for PSAT test-takers depending on how much time they have
left before they take the test. The PSAT/NMSQT is taken by over 3 million
10th graders and 11th graders every year as a pretest for the SAT and also
to award prestigious college scholarships via the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation (NMSC/NMSQT).
9780544974272 • $16.99 / Trade Paperback
CliﬀsNotes PSAT/NMSQT Cram Plan
JULY • CliﬀsNotes Test Prep • 352 pages • Carton
Qty: 20 • Territory: World

• Academic promotion
• CliﬀsNotes website and e-newsletter promotion

E-book available 9781328481122

Features of this plan-to-ace-the-exam product include:
• Timed, boxed calendars for preparing to take the test—two-month study
calendar, one-month study calendar, and one-week study calendar
• Diagnostic test that helps test-takers pinpoint strengths and weaknesses
so they can focus their review on topics in which they need the most help
• Subject reviews that cover everything on the exam: reading, math, and
writing
• Full-length model practice test with answers and explanations
The PSAT/NMSQT is administered once a year in October.
JANE R. BURSTEIN taught English for 36 years at Herricks High School on Long
Island, NY, has been an SAT tutor for 25 years. She resides in Roslyn, New York.
CAROLYN WHEATERis a math instructor at the Nightingale-Bamford School in
New York City and extensively authors on standardized test mathematics. She
resides in Hawthorne, New Jersey.

Author’s residence:
Burstein: Roslyn, New York
Wheater: Hawthorne, New Jersey
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Nancy L. Witherell

CliﬀsNotes Praxis Teaching
Reading (5204)
Test prep for the Praxis Teaching Reading (5204) test, including subject
reviews and two model practice tests.

The Praxis Teaching Reading (5204) test focuses on the knowledge and
skills a teacher must have to support reading development for entry-level
reading. The test is designed for individuals whose preparatory program
has included intensive training in the teaching of reading. The test assesses
the ﬁve essential components of eﬀective reading instruction: phonemic
awareness, phonics, ﬂuency, comprehension, and vocabulary.

9781328715524 • $24.99 / Trade Paperback
CliﬀsNotes Praxis Teaching Reading (5204)
AUGUST • CliﬀsNotes Test Prep • 264 pages • Carton
Qty: 20 • Territory: World

• Academic promotion
• CliﬀsNotes website and e-newsletter promotion

The states that require reading teacher certiﬁcation using this Praxis
subject test include: Alaska, Hawaii, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Montana,
North Carolina, New Jersey, South Carolina, South Dakota, Utah, and
Wyoming.
This book includes subject review chapters and two model practice tests
with answers and details explanations.
NANCY L. WITHERELL, Ed.D., is a professor at Bridgewater State University in
Bridgewater, Massachusetts, where she teaches undergraduate and graduate
reading courses. She has presented at numerous state and national conferences,
written a number of books on literacy, and is active in teaching children through
numerous consultancies. She resides in Raynham, Massachusetts.
Author’s residence:
Raynham, Massachusetts
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